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This manual is the text for your training as a P-38 pilot. 

The Air Forces' most experienced training and supervisory personnel 

have collaborated to make it a complete exposition of 

what your dutie~ as a pilot are, how each duty will be performed, 

and why it must be performed in the manner prescribed. 

The techniques and procedures . described in. this book a re 

standard and mande1tory. In thi$ respect the manual serves the dual 

purpose of a training checklist and a working handbook. 

Use it to mc;ike sure that you learn everything described herein. 

Use it to study and review the essential facts concerning everything 

taught. Such additional · self-study and review will not only 

advance your training, but will alleviate the burden of your a lready 

overburdened instructors. 

This training manual does not replace t~e Technical Orders for 

the airplane, which will always be· your primary source of 

information concerning the P-38 so long as you .fly it: Thii is essentially 

the textbook of the P-38. Used properly, it will enable you to 

utilize the pertinent Technical Orders to even greater advantage. 

COMMANDjNG GfNERAl, ~RM'( AIR FORCES 
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HISTO RY 

.In the spring of 1937 the United States Ai·my 
Air Corps submitted to various manufacturers 
specifications for a high altitude lighter air
plane. 

To All these requirements of performance, 
armament, and adaptability, the Lockheed Air
craft Corporation em.barked on the construc
tion of a radically different model, later desig
nated the XP-38. 

Thls highly experimental model was com
pleted and ready for test in December of 1938. 
Lt. Ben Kelsey, pUot and engineer, was given 
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the dubious honor of testing the new airplane. 
One night late in December, the XP-38was dis
mantled and transported by trucks to March 
Field. By the middle of Januai·y, 1939, Kelsey 
began the conventional ground tests. 

Even then numerous rumors had started con
cerning the future of the XP-38. Its twin booms 
and tricycle landing gear certainly deviated 
from the conventional. These, coupled with two 
engines and dual engine controls, appeared to 
be too much for one man to handle, according 
to the hangar talk. 1'he brakes· failed during a 
fast taxi run, and heads nodded an "I told you 
so." Undaunted, Kelsey carried on and a few 
days later was ready for the first takeoff. 
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Again the hangar boys wagged their heads 
when the XP started a violent shaking-as it be
came airboroe on its first takeo'ff. Thanks to 
Kelsey's skill the XP continued to fly-a whole 
half hour. The ailment was corrected and sub
sequent test flights were made. 

Early in February, the XP left on a c1·oss 
country flight to Wright Field whe:r.e ·a h oief 
check would decide its acceptability. It n\ade 
the hop from March Field to Wr ight Field in 5 
hours and 33 minutes flying time. Kelsey had a 
brief conference' with General Arnold, and 
then t.Ook off for :Mitchel Field, N. Y. Forty-two 
minutes later the XP made 'the headlines by 
cracking up "° 11· creek 200 yards from Mitchel 
Field. . 

Discouraged, but not quitMg, ·the manufac
turers 1.ia~d the YP"38, the first of 13 £Or the 
U.S. Army ~ Corps. · 

The YP, like its· predeees5or the~ XP, >made 
the headlines-and in a detrimeotal fashion. 
Eventually it became common knowledge, .as 
any Southern Caljfotnl1/. citiz.en could testify, 
that the "Yippy" :was a jiID!' aitpla);ie. 

The ·pilot' was a 4,oomed man if anything went 
wrong. He ~ould not 'bai,l out, the ·tail lwd a 
nasty habi~ 6£ shaking off, and the plane could 

' ' not be pulled out of a dive. 
The British and ·Frel1ch, hard pressed for air

planes, contr'acted to purchase more than 600 
P-38's. They.'.. specified certain modi1icati6ns. 
They insisted t!:iat there be no turbo-super
chargers or counter-rotation propellers. As ex-• 
peeted, the airplane gave a very poor perform
ance. Agai.h the insults grew. It seemed as if the 
P ;38 was doomed to dl.e .a dishonorable death . . 

A small nucleus of £11ctory and Anny men, 
including K~lsey, never lost faith. The man,u
facturer continued production with oriwnal 
d.esigns. 

Tr.aining new pi,lot,<J for the airplane \vas slow. 
It was ·a lot of airplane to step into !Uld take up 
alone. All was not lost, however. The manufac
turer came to the 1·escue, and, with the sanction 
of .General Giles, Jimmie Mattero introduced 
the "Piggyback" as a training aid. The Piggy
back, probably one of the greatest .single train
ing· .aids, tremeodously increased the efficiency 
of the 1i:ai,ning progranf. It did much to dispel 
numerous baseless rumors about the P-38. 
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The tempo of training and produci.hg fighter 
pilots for the ·airplane kept increasing. Yet the 
crucial ·test Qf meeting and bettering 'the enetny 
had yet to come. 

First contact with the enemy was rnade in the 
Aleutians, August 4, 1942. Two P-38's met and 
shot down. three type 97 Japanese flying boats. 
Ten days later, over Iceland, a P-~S shot down 
a Foclte:Wolf Kurier. The christening had oc
curred. The skeptics claimed fuls proved noth
ing. Several Weel;.s la'ter over' .Frfillce, the 
Lightnings were unable to make contact with 
the en~Jny, and ·ag.aln ~e skeptics had a chance 
to gloat. 

Fate finally relented; and in November 1942 
the P.38 reeeivefl i~.real test in the Not.th Afri
can invasion. Taking the Luhwaffe .on under 
all conditionS, tlie hlack sheep became a white 
hope-the queen 1;>f the African skies. The same 
excellent re\'Orts poure~ in from the.Aleutians, 
and the Southwest Pacific. It was in the South
,,Vest Pacific that 12 P-ll&'s without loss to them
selve~ dis"°$ed of 15 Zeros" 9.aid one ~wildered 
J ap pilot: "Two al)'plab,es-one pll'.ot!" 

The P-38 ha~ ;_.,oh it~ spurs. It became the 
darlµig of t]:ie bombe,r bpys for brmgmg them 
home, New fields "(ere ttied- all with the same 
success. Dive-bombing, skip-bombing, and straf
ing became part of the day's work for "The 
Forked Devil," as the men of the Luftwaffe 
called the Lightning. 

The P-38 not only dishes it out; it can take it: 
A few recorded c;ases: Cllptain Roelle clipped 

a telephone pole while st,ra.fing. His ship was 
horribly battered, but he, came back;, 

One lad lost an engine 5 · ti.mes over Kiska 
but made it home each time. 

A P-38 pilot left 3 fee(of wing on a J ap <ie
stroyer and brought his i:rlane back. 

Jack Illfrey flew home on one engine with 2 
holes in the good propeller and 168 holes in his 
airplane. " 

Here's how Lt. Ben Kelsey describes the 
P-38: "This comfortable old cluck will fty like 
hell, fight like a wasp upstairs, and !arid like a 
butterfly." He adds: "As a fighting ship it's just 
like a big girl and you have to take her up on 
your lap and manhandle her. It?s an extreme!Y 
honest airp:lane; it doesn't bite. and doesn·'t do 
unexpected things." ' 
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COM BAT EXPER IENCE 
The reputation of a fighter airplane depends 

on the destruclion it deals out to the enemy, 
the protection it gives the pilot, and the way 
the men who Ry it feel about it. They must be 
convinced that their plane is the best in the 
world. 

The P-38 is a leading fighter of World War II. 
It has a very Jong range, enabling it to give 
bomber support deep into enemy territory. It 
fights equally well at high or low altitudes. The 
P-3~ is also a fighter bomber, capable of carry
ing 2 tons of bombs. 

Its four .SO-cal. machine iUllS and one 20-mm. 
cannon, all mounted in the nose, produce a con
centration of fire power Ideal for strafing. The 
safety factor of 2 engines has endeared it to 
fighter pilots who call the second engioe their 
" round trip ticket." With one engine knocked 
out, P-38 pilots in combat have finW>ed the 
fight and made it home. 

The P-38 has demonstrated a remarkable 
adaptability. It has met the enemy on all fronts, 
coping equally we\! with the changing needs of 
different situatiorus. 
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High altitude fighter 

Two turbo-superchargers give the Allison en
gines sea level horsepower at extremely high 
altitudes. The success of the P-38 as a high 
altitude escort over Europe and as a high alti
tude intercepter in the Southwest Pacific area 
has established an e.nviable combat record. 

Low altitud& fighter and fighter-bomber 

Sweeping in at mast height, P-38's have sunk 
many German, Italian, and Japanese ships. The 
presence of all the guns in the nose, rather than 
the wings, eliminates criss-<:rossine cones of ' 
fire. It has an effective straight-ahead ranee of 
more than 600 yards, qtakiog it excellent for 
strafing. 

A flight of P -3S's can go into action with all 
guns !>lazing while at the same time carrying a 
bomb load capable of sinking the largest ves
sels. The P-;!8 has won fame as a dive bomber 
and skip bomber in eve:ry theatre of war in 
addition tci its other successes. 

Escort fighter 

Ca~rying droppable fuel tanks, the P-38 
has a range of more than 1000 miles It was the 

' ' first fighter to fly tl)e Atlantic and can be fer-
ried to aby fighting front. It was also the fi:r$t 
fighter to go all the way with bombers on Jong 
range rnjssions. 

,Photo-reconnal&sance 

Tbe photo-reconnaissance version of the 
Lig1ttning is known as the F-5. Instead of the 
usual 4 machine guns and 1 cannon, the F-5 
has three types of cameras used in six different 
arrangements. Its pilot can take pictures 
straight down and obliquely. 

Pilots who By F-S's come In sometimes at 
tree-top height, take their pictures, and are 
gone before enemy anti-aircraft iuns can be 
trained on them. Or again, they come over at 
30,000 feet and take pictures so clear that you 
can pick out automobile tire tracks in the en
larged print,s. Unarmed, and generally alone, 
these F-5's, because of their great range and 
tremendous Speed, are among the finest pboto
reconnaissance ships in the world. 
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Qf ffERAL DESCH I PTION 

"Boy, that's a lot of airplane!" 
The P,38 is a big fighter plane. It stands aJ: 

most 10 feet high, spreads out 52 feet, and is 
over 3H~ feet long. 

IWhen the JJnpression of size ceases to be a 
novelty, you notice some rather peculiar look
·ing features. The long slender booms tapering 
into twin rudde.rs are unique in aircraft design. 

A closer inspection from ' the wont quarter 
shows that the P-38 is a midwing airplane, with 
2 liquid-cooled engines and 2 tlu·ee-bladed pro
pellers. It has a streamlined center s-ect.ion, 
calle.d a _gondola, and stands solidly on a tri· 
cycle landing gear. There are four .50-cal. roa· 
chine guns and one 20-mm. cannon in the nose. 

Right undei: the wing between the engines 
and the gondola, you can see two odd projec
tions. They are shackles for exte~nal tanks or 
bombs. Tbe plane can cat~·y quite a payload on 
these shackles. 
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As you turn around to the right of the· air
plane, the slender profile col'l).es into view. The 
clean l\nes of the boom are broken in 3 places. 
On the forwaxd portion of the boom, right un
der the wl,ng, is a large tear•shaped ram air in· 
talie. Just behind the wing and on top of the 
boom ·is the turbo-supercharger. In the eenter 
of the boom is the prominent coolant radiator 
and shutte.r. 

Continuing around to the rear, you see the 
horizontal stabilizer and the elevator with its 
counterweights for dynamic stability. Looking 
over the tail section, you have a good rear view 
of the plexiglas enclosure of the cockpit. 

The P-38 is a most impressive looking air
plane. You wonder if you can handle it, but yc;>u 
needn't worry. With a little time a.nd applica
tion on your part, and whether you fire guns or 
cameras, the P-38 will become a formidable 
weapon in your hands. · 
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DIMENSIONS AND 

DATA 

Wing area .. 
Wing loading 
Grou weight (combat) 
Center of gravity limlll 

A sped ratio . • • . 
Maximum' speed . . 

Operational ceiling . 
Armament . ..•. 
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I 
37 n. 

-------62 FT.--------

327.S sq. ft. 
49 lb. sq. ft . 
16,000 lbs. 
forward-20.003 M.A.C. 
oft -32.00o/o M.A.C. 
8.26:1 
over 420 mph 
30,000 IHt 
Four .SO cal. machine guns. 
One 20 mm. cannon. 
Installations to carry 10 rockeh. 
ln1tallotions to carry 2 bo'"bs 
up to 2000 lbs each. 

P•38 AN D F•S SERIE$ COMPARISON 
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XP-38 
YP-38 

P-38 
P-380 
P-38E. 

P-38F 
P·38F-1. 
P-38F-5 
P-38F-13 
P-38F-15 
P-38G-1 
P-38G-3 
P-38G-5 

F-4 

P-380-10 

P-38G-1S 
P-38H-1 

F-5-1 P-38H-5 
P-38J-1 

F-4A P-38J-S 
P-38J-10 

. P-322 Po38J-1 5 
, P-322 P-38J-20 

P-38J-25 
P-38l-1 
P-38l-5 . 

F-SA- 1 
F-SA-3 
F...SA-10 
P-322 

F-58-1 
F-SC-2 
F-5E·4 
F-SE-4 
F-SE-4 
f-SG-6 
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INSTRUC'TION PRIOR TO FIRST FLIGHT 

Study and understand all the Technical Or· 
ders ~g to the P-38. Every P-38 series is 
different. AJ1 experienced pilot of a P-380 must 
have the proper cockpit time before he flies a 
P-38L or any other series. There are many 
modUicatlons, relocations of controls, and dif
ference$ in operation that he must know. 

Read your Pilots' lnfonnation File, AAF Fly
ing Regulations, and your Base Flying Regula
tions. 

C:ockplt Explanation 

Your Flight Leader will give you a complete 
cockpit explanation. The explanation will In
clude the location and operation of all instru
ments, switches, and controls. 

Cockpit Time 

Cockpit time is your introduction to the P-38. 
Take advantage of it. Rehearse procedures. 
Read and re-read the checklists. 

You wiU spend a minimum of 5 hours in the 
cockpit of the P-38 series you are goln& to fly. 
Study all the Instruments and cockpit installa
tions. Become so well acquainted with every 
instrument and control that you are at home in 
the cockpit on your first solo fllght and nre pre
pared for any emergency. 

The necessity for developing a thorough 
cockpit routine cannot be overemphasized. Hil
and-miss skipping about the cockpit results in 
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forgetting some essential check. Always check 
the cockpit from left to right. Use the checklist. 

Blindfold Test 

You are required to pass a blindfold test. 
Blindfolded, you have to locate and operate all 
instruments, switche.s, and controls. This is 
when well spent cockpit time pays cllvidends. 

Make a cockpit check before starting, after 
starting, before takeoff, in flight, before land
ing, and after cutting the engines. 

I 
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PIGGYBACK DEMONSTRAJIO.N 

After five hours' cockpit time, you re.ce1ve " 
demonstration flight in a piggyl:>ack P-38. Make 
every minute of th.is r1de count. Know what the 
instructor is doing from the time you both enter 
the .cockpit un.til the flight is over and the 
engines are cut off. 

Piggyback Bollout Procedure' 

The first thing you do after you and the pilot 
are in the piggyback is rehearse the recom
mended piggyback l:>ailout procedure. You'll 
kn.ow then, before takeoff, how to leave the air
plane in c.ase it's neceSl'ary to ball out. 

As a passenger you. y.rear a B-8 or B-10 back
type parachute. In an emergency, you leave 
first and the pilot follows. If you are too large to 
leave while the pilot is ii\ the coc!,pit, you hold 
the control wheel as the pilot leaves and then go 
out after him. 

The Demonstration and What to Look For 

R ESTR I CTED 

Demonstration: Power-off and power·on stalls, gear and 
flap• up and down. 

Look for Indications on hydra ulic preuure goge 
d uring g ear operation and attitude of 
ai rplane and indicated airspeeds during 
stqlls. 

Demonstration: A«e leroted stalls at high and low air-
speeds. , 

look for Cha racterist ic buffeting and recove ry by 
ea:sing pres-sure on control wheel. 

Demonstration: Tight turns, with and without the use of 
c.ombat maneuver flci.ps. 

look for Maneuverability and effectiveness of 
combat maneuver flaps. 

11 
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ACROBATICS 11 THE PIGGYIACK 

.~:-. I'".: .. 

Demonstration: loop 
look for : Ease of Performance 
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Demonstration: lmmelmann 
Look for Maneuverability 

Demonstration: Slow roll 
Look for Accuracy and technique 

?/4-te THIS MANEUVER IS ALWAYS DONE TO THE LEFT. A SLOW ROLL 'TO 

THE RIGHT CAN CAUSE THE NOSEWHEEL DOOR TO POP OPEN AND BREAK OFF. 

RESTRICTED 13 
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Demonstration: Simulated engine failure after takeoff. 

look for 
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This i• performed at a minimum altitud• 
of 5000 feet above the ground. Actual 
takeoff conditions are simulated by re
ducing the airspeed lo 130 mph, lower
ing the landing 9ear, and auuming the 
indicated altitude to be ground level. 
Takeoff manifold preuure and rpm Is ap
plied, gear retracted, ond a climb begun . 

.. 

Simulated takeoff conditions. 
Simulated engine failure achieved by 
closing one throttle. 
Initial yaw when the power of one en
gine is 1011, and the standard single 
engine procedure that follows: 
1. Directional control maintained by re~ 
ducing power of live engine as much 
as necessary. The yaw Is corrected by 
rudder and al much power from the live 
engine is added that can be held with 
rudder. 
2. Release drop tanks or bombs (this is 
done only in an actual emergency). 
3. Rudder trimmed lo relieve pressure. 
4 . Mixture control of throttled engine 
moved to IDLE CUT-OFF. 
S. Propeller feathered. 
6. Fuel booster pump OFF. 
7. Coolant and oil shutters of deod en
.vine closed. 

~/ Thl' d•-monttrotion will be done 

with booster pumps OFF. Fuel selector ond 

ign"ition ore not to H tu,rned OFF. 
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Demonstrglion: .Single engine dive at 300 mph and •ingle 
.engine turns( shallow gnd steep, to right 
and left. · 

Look for ' Ease of handling and excellent single 
engine perfo'rmance. 

Demonstration: Unfeathering propeller and restarting 

Look for 

Demonstration: Operation of Curtiss electrie propeller.s. 
Look for Difference between automatic and man· 

val operation. 

Demonstration: 
Loak for 

Normal approach and landin.g. 
Pattern, altitude and a l ... peeds. 

---
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engine. 
Procedure. 
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l. Radio ·transmitter button. 
2. Cannon t·rig9er"'1buHon.' 
3. Machine "gun trigg~r 'button (back of wheel). 
4. G.u~·~~amerp seledor Switch. . 
5. Aileron trim tab control. P-38's with aileron 
boost do not have an aileron trim tab control. 

SURFACE 1CONTROLS LO.CK 
Lock the fl ight cont:rols by the ttibe assembly 

on the right-band window sill. 
To set the lock: 
l. PuiTiidders in neutral: 
2. 'Push the right end of the locking tube for· 

ward of the guiding angle. 
8. Place the left end of the tube in the clip 

on the left window sill. . .,,. 
4. Strap the tube t_o the center of the ~oi\trol 

wheel. 
On the P-38L and later P-38J's the surface 

control• lock does not lock the rudders. 

l. Dive f!ap control. 
2. Ra.dio tr<in~mitter button. 
3. Bomb-rocket re'leose button. 
4. Ma.~hfoe guo:c"c'inoo'ii"i~gge'r b~tton tback of 
wheel). 
5. Bomb-rocket selector switch .. 
6. Gun-camera selector switch. 
7. Gunsight li!!ht rheostat. 

COCKPIT HEAT 
Cockpit heat and warm air to defrost the 

windshield are supplied by an intensifier tube 
connected to the right engine exhaust. The cock
pit heat control is on the righ_t windshield sup-
port. . 
.. There is a heat outlet fo-r YOl!r feet. Open antl 
clOS~ it )ly the CO'ntrol on. the floor under your 
rightfoot:' ,: • • 
. Lat,e• P-38 series have cockpit beat controls 
on·botli }y,indshield supports and a heated flying 
suit plug and rheostat on the left siiie of the 
coCkp\t. 

BEFORE TAKEOFF, CHECK THE CONTROLS F(lR FREEDOt..I OF MOVEMENT AND BE SURE T~E CONTROU L~K· IS STOWE.D IN P~ 

16 RESTRICTED 
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COCKPIT-LEFT SIDE (P-=-38L-5) 
l. Spotlight (normal positl~n).. 17. Rodio volume control. 
2. Throttles. 18. Bomb-drop tank master switch. 
3. Propeller governor controls. 19. Bomb-drop tank selector and 
4. Propeller selector switchH. arming switcha1. 
5. Mixture controls. 20. Friction control. 
6. Outer wing low level fuel warning lights. 21. Propeller lever vernier knob. 
7. Air filter control. 22. Elevator trim tab control. 
8. Outer win9 low level fuel tHt switch. · 
9. Propeller circuit breaker buttons. 

23. Propeller feathering switches. 
P

0

orking brake handle. 24. 
10. Oxygen pressure gage. 25. Oxygen flow indicator. 
11. Ignition switches. 26. Oxygen auto.mix lever. 
12. Radio transmitter b\ltton. 27. Spotlight alternate positiol' socket. 
13. Cockpit heat control. 28. Cockpit ventilator control. 
14. Rocket arming switch. 29. Landing gear control handle. 
15. Rocket selector switch. 30. Landing gear control release knob. 
16. Rocket reset knob. 
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I USTRU M ENT PANE!. (P-38J-25) 

1. Standby magnetic compass. 
l!. Suction gage. 
3. Clock. 
4. Gyro horizon. 

., 

5. Manifold pressure gages (left and right). 
6. Tachometers {left and right). .. 
7. Engine gage right engine Coil temperature 

and pre.s.sure and fuel pressure}. 
8. Coolant temperature gage. 
9. Carburetor air temperature gage. 

10. BC-608 contr«tor (e.llminated). 
11. Generator switches. 
12. Ammeters. 
13. Compass correction cards. 

18 

14. Engine .sage left engine (oil tem'peratute and 
pr .. 1ure an<! fuol pressure). 

15. Rate of climb indicator. 
16. Bank and turn lf\dicator. 
17. Airsp&ed indicato~. ; 
18. Directional gyro. 
19. Remote indi.coting compass. 
20. Front (reserve) fuel tanks, qu~ntity gage. 
21. Rear (main) fuel tanks quaniity gage. 
22. Hydraulic pressure gage. 
23. Altimeter. 
24. landing gear warning light. 
25. landing gear warning light test button. 
26. Spare buib. · 
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c·ocKPIT- RIGHT SIDE (P-SSL-5) 
I. G,unsight light rh•ostot. 12. Recognition light switch ... 
2. flop control lever. 

, 
13. AN/ APS-13 warning light rheostat. 

3. Cockpit hea t control. 14. AN/ APS-13 test switch. 
4. VHF radio OFF push button. 15. AN/ APS-13 ON·OFF switch. 
5. Wing and tall position light switches. 16. Rudder trim tab control. 

.. 
6. Frequency selector push buttoM. 17. Rudder p•dol odjustm•nt lever. 
7. Selector lock lever. 18. Manual bomb-drop tank rele.ase. 
8. VHF radio control lever. 19. Aileron boost control lever. 
9. Surface controls lock (stowed). 20. Relief tub•. 

JO. Recognition light keyl
0

ng button. 21. Low freqUency range receiver. 
' Hydraulic hand pump. 11. Cockpit light. 22. 
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1. Ignition switches. 
2. Oil dilution and engin"e primer switches. 
3. Starter switch. 
4. Engage switch. 
S. Wing and tail position light switches. 
6. Generator switches. 
7, Landing light switch. 
8. Gun healer switch. 
9. Compau light •witch. 

10. fluorescent light rheostat. 

20 
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11 . Voltmeter. 
12. Ammeter. 
13. Propeller feathering switches. 
14. Oil cooler flap switches. 
15. Battery switch. 
16. Pilot hea: switch. 
17. Coolant flop override switches, 
18. lntercooler flap switches. 
19. Cockpit light rheostat. 
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POWER PLANT 
It isn't necessary to be a mechanic to fly an 

airplane. It is important that you know enough 
about the engines to operate thein properly, to 
know thei:r lbnltatio.ns, and to recegnize trouble. 

The P-38 has two 12-cylinder V-1710 liquid· 
cooled Allison engines. Know them, under
stand them, and treat them with respect. These 
engines are your life insurance. 

21 
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COOLING SYSTEM 

sew COOLANT FROM ENGINE 

•• COOLANT TO ENGINE 

The engines are liquid cooled with a separate 
cooling system for each. The coolant is ethylene 
glycol The ethylene glycol has the same func
tion as water 10 the radiator of an automobile. 

The coolant absorbs excess heat and dissi
pates it 0throuah radiators on the tail booms. 
The cooling radiators have hydraulically oper
ated flaps. Changing tlie posit ion of the coolant 
ftaps varies the flow of air through the radiators. 
This regulates the coolant temperature. 

22 
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MINIMUM • . • • . • • . • . • • . . . . . 85° C 

DESIRED ..... • .. • •••.••... 100°C 

MAXIMUM ... " ......... . . 110° C 
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P-38 Series Through P-38G-10 
Operate the coolant flaps by le'Jers located on 

the engine control stan:d at the base of the left 
window. 

Th-e coolant flap control levers have 3 posi
tions: Push them forwatg to .opet\ ;the flaps, and 
rearward to close .them,. The center position is 
neutral. You can stop the ffaps in any ·d.esired 
position by returning the levers to neutral. 

Look over y9ur shoulder to check the posi
tion of tbe flaps. 

If the hydraulic system fails, you can operate 
the coolant flaps by the auxiliary hand pump, · 
but not by the emergency e,xtension system. 

P-38G·15 Through P-38L-~ , 
Two coolant override ~itche~ on the .;,au; 

switch box replace the coolant Jfap control 
levers. 

The switches bave 3 positions: OFF, FULL 
OPEN, and FULL CLOSED. 

Place the switches in the OFF position and 
the coolant flaps operate automatically, n\ain
tain,ing the coolant tempe;-aiure between 94 °C 
and 114°C. 

Operate the coolant_ flaps manually Jn the 
FULL OPE;N "o'r FULD CLOSED position. u.,. 
these positions' il the automatic OFF position 
foils tO maintain the desired temperature. You 
cannot set . the coolant flaps to any position 
other than !.ull opei:i ~r full closed when using 
the coolant overri!Ie switches. 

The coolont ove rride system works 

' ' I 

only if hydraulic pressure is ovoiloble 
' 

and the electrical system is operating. .·' 
' 

If the hydraulic system f~ils com-

pletely, the coola!'t fla p s a ssume a 

$treamlined positi'on. 
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OIL SYSTEM 
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011 Cooler Shutter& 

Oil is cooled by alr passing through oil radi
ators in front of the nacelles. Oil cooler shutters 
on the bottom of the nacelles vary the flow of 
air through the radiators. 

• You can ~ee the oil shutters by ' leaning for· 
ward in the cockpit and looking. at the bottom 
of the engine cowl. 
Note: When ft_ying in cold weather or at altitude 
with extremely low outside air temperature, 
the oil in the cooler may congeal. This condition 
exists if the oil temperature continues to rise 
with the oil cooler shutters open. Close the 
shutters and the oil temperature will decrease. 

MINIMUM ......•... 40°C 

DESIRE.D .......... . 60°C to 90°C 

MAXIMUM .....• . . . 1oo•c 

----~~---------... ~ ·- - ~ --

P-38H Through P-38L-5 
The oil shutter switches have 4 positions: 

AUTOMATIC, OFF, OPEN, and CLOSE. Place 
the switches in the AUTOMATIC position, and 
the oil temperature is automatically regulated 
between 75•c and 95°C. To operate the shutters 
manually, place the switches In the OPEN or 
CLOSE posiiion, and when tile shutters have 
reached the desired position, return the switches 
to OFF. Both automatic and manual operation 
of the oil cooler shutters is entirely electrical. 

The oil shutters are on the sides of the na· 
celles instead of the bottom. You can see them 
from the cockpit. For that reason this series 
does not have oil shutter position indicators. 

011 Pressure 

You must maintain proper oil pressure to 
operate the. engines efficiently. Here are a few 
general rules that will help you: 

RESTRIS:T EO 
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Always check the pressure and temperature 
relationship. 

With low pressure and hi&}! temperature
open the oil shutters; the temperature will go 
dov.'O and the pressure up. 

Wlth ,high ~ressure 'Ind low tempel'atu,re
close the '.oil shutters; the temperature 'will go 
up and the pressure down. 

If the pre$atlre is either hl&h or low and the 
oil temperature is nozn\a), reduce power and 
land! 

•' ' ' I 

You can bring the · plane home under re· 
du~ed power if the oil pres.Sure does not go 
below 40 psi. 

If the oil pressure is below 40 psi close the 
throttle, cut the mi.'<ture control and feather 
the propeller of the engine. Single engine Right 
is no problem, whweas if you continue to use 
the bad engine it can develop into a serious 
fire hazard. 

011 Dilution 

The oil dilµtiOI\ system allows gasoline to 
aow into the oil system. Diluting the oil in cold 
weather makes it easier to start the engines. 

Important: Oil dilution is not effective if the oil 
temperature i1 obove 40°C and coolant tem· 
perature above 70°C. Stop the engines and allow 
them to cool before proceeding. ' 

To dilute the oil: 

1. Run engines at 1000 rpm, 

2. Move oil dilution switches to ON position 
and hold for required time. The oil and fuel 
pressures will drop. ' ' · 

011 Dilution in Minut•t 
AnticipatH Olitsid• Dllutioft 

A ir TempetOtute Time 
4°C to - 12• c .......... • .. . .... . 3 min. 

- 120-c to - 29°C .... . .. • ........... 5 min. 
- 29°C to -46°C ... . . ...•....... . · . . 8 min. 

3. Move mixture <;<>ntrol to IDLE CUT-OFF. 
4. When engines stop, release oil dilution 

switches. 
Note: If oil has been diluted the night before,, 
check to see that oil pressure is up and constant 
before takeoff. 

25 
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SUPERCHARGERS AID TH ROTT LE 

The P-38 is equipped with two exhaust
driven turbo-superchargers. They are on the 
top surfaces of the tail booms aft of the engine 
nacelles. A supercharger l• to an engine as an 
oxygen mask i$ to you at high altitudes. Super
chargers increase the density of air i.n the cyl
inders to provide maximum performance of 
the engines at high altitudes. 

There are no additional controls to operate 
the superchargers. They are mechanically con
nected to the throttles and operate automatic
ally when you advance the. throttles. 

In the two-thirds to wide open range of 'the 
throttles, engine response ls sluggi5h. This lag 
is the' time required for the superchargers to 
reach their new speed. 

Note: Operate the throttles the same way you 
operate conventional throttles. Later P-38 se
ries have throttle hooks installed on the left 
throttle. These hooks mechanically advance the 
propeller governor levers when the throttle$ 
are advanced, thereby preventing high mani
fold pressures with insufficient rpm. They do 
not move the propeller governors in correct 
relation to throttle advancement. Their purpose 
is to pull the governors forward if, having to 
add power rapidly, you forget to advance pro
peller governors first. By depressing the tbrot-

26 

tie hook lever, the hook by-passes the gov
ernors. 

As you advance the throttles beyond two-
thirds of the quadrant, a value on the exhaust 
is gradually closed. This valve is similar in 
operation to the butterfly valve on I.he carbu
retor. II is called the waste gate. The more the 
waste gate closes, the faster the turbo wheel 
spms; the faster the turbo wheel spins, the 
greater the compression of air to the cylinders. 
The turbo speed increases with an increase of 
altitude and throttle. The critical altitude at 
which ~he supercharger& will maintain .Sea level 
ratings fo.r the engines is determined by the 
rpm limitation of the turbos. If you exceed this 
rpm limitation by using more than the pre
scribed manifold pressure, the turbos over· 
SJ>e1>d and serious material damage can result. 

Decrease the allowable manifold pressure 
one inch per thousand feet above 25,000 feet on 
P-38F and P-3SG series. Start to decrease man
ifold pressure above 30,000 feet on P-3SH 
through. P-38J-15 series. This keeps the turbos 
within their rpm limitations. 
Note: The allowable manifold pressure varies in 
each P-38 series at different altitudes. Refer to 
T. 0. 01-75-1 for the allowable manifold pres
sure of the P-38 series you are going to fty. 
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Turb o Overspeed Warning Ught1 

Turbo overspeed warning lights are installed 
on the instrument panel of the P-38H and 
P-38J. 

The warning lights fucker when the turbos 
are reaching their rpm limitation. They burn 
steadily when th'e rpm limitatl.on is reached. 
Their i11tensity increases as this limitation is 
exceeded: .1 , 

While the lights !licker you have a safety 
margin and can reduce the turbO spekd be'forti 
serious damage results. Reduc~ the engine 
power before the lights bum steadily. 

Monlfold Pressure Regulator 

P-38L's and later series of the P-38J have a 
manifold pressure regulator which automatic
ally controls the carburetor butterfly valve. Jt 
provides a constant manifold pressure for any 
given throttle setting during climb, descent and 
maneuvers. It also prevents the manifold pres
sure from exceeding its limitS in a dive. 

Turbo Supercharg'lr 'Regulotor 

P-38L's and lat~r P-?Sis have a turbo reg
ulator incorp0rating' an overspced f10vcrnor 
that j)revents the turbo wheel from running at 
speeds beyond the safety limit. These models 
do not have turbo overspeed warning Ught.s. 
The regulator is automatic. You don't have any 
control over its operation. 

lntercoolers 

The temperature of air passing through the 
turbo-superchargers increases because of com
pression. 

The Jntercoolers cool the hot air from the 
supercharger before it enters the carburetors. 
Previous to the P-38J, the in tercoole1·s were in 
the leadh>ll edge of the wing and the pilot did 
uot control them. 

The intercoolers on later airplanes are in the 
nacelles. The space inside the leadinl! edge of 
the wing, outboard of the nacelles, is used for 
outer wing tuel tanks and a left leading edge 
landing light. In the nacelles, the intercoolers 
have greater protection from enemy eunlire, 
are accessible to mechanics for maintena.nce 
and you control their operation. 

RES TR ICTED 
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The P-38J and P-38L series are provided with 
intercooler shutters on the bottom of the engine 
nacelles- By opening or closin' the shutters, 
you can control the carburetor air temperature. 

Operate the intercooler shutters by two tog
gle switches on the main switch box, The 
switches have 3 positions: OPEN, OFF, and 
CLOSE. You can stop the shutters in .any de
sired intermediate position by "returning the 
switches to 6FF. They operate in the same 
manner as the oil shutters on all P-38 series 
previous to the J . 

Carburetor Heat 

The turbo-supercbaraers automatically pro
vide carburetor heat. It ls PQ$Sible, however, to 
encounter carburetor Icing during icing condi
tions and extreme cold when operating at low 
power. 

If carburetor icing occurs, increase power 
inio turbo-supercharger range. This increases 
the temperature of the carburetor air and 
clears ~way the ice. 

Keep t)le carburetor air temperature be
tween 20°C and 35 •c. 
• MaXimum carburetor , air temperature is 

45•c. · 
Note: With extremely hiah out.side air tem
perature, carburetor air temperature exceeds . 
45°C during ground operation. 

Carburetor temperature on P-38J and P-38L 
is controlled by adjustment of the intercooJer 
shutters. 

Carburetor Air Fiiters 

Use carburetor air filters during dusty 
ground operation. On earlier P -38 series the air 
fil ters operate automatically. TJ\cy remain open 
on the ground and close when the wheels are 
retracted. 

When operated manually, do not use them 
once you are off the ground and in clear air. 
The use of carburetor air filters .reduces the 
critical altitude and range of the airplane. 

The carburetor air filter manual control is to 
the left, behind the pilot's seat. On P-38J's and 
P-38L's the control is on the engine control 
stand in place of the coolant shutter controls. 
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MIXTURE CONTROLS 
The engines have pressure type carburetors 

that maintain an automatic fuel mixture at any 
altitude. The mixture controls have 4 main 
settings: E.°l\.1ERGENCY RICH, AUTO RICH, 
AUTO LEAN, and IDLE CUT-OFF. 

Use these positions as follows: 

Idle Cut-off 

For starting and stopping the engines. The 
controls are left in this position when the 
engine,s are not running. 

Auto Leon 

For economical cruising at any altitude. 

Auto Rkh 

For takeoff, climbing, cruising at any alti
tude, and landing. 

Emer9en<y Rl<h 

For ei;nerge.ncy use, when the automatic 
feature of the carburetor fails; 

Although the AUTO RICH and EMERGENCY RICH 

settings of the clo·ver leof valve e1r• similar, the 

EMERGENCY RICH s•tting diff•rs in that it by

eos1.es the automatic feature of the carburetor. 
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CURTISS ELECTRIC PROPELLER 
You 'ha"e been using the ljydi;omatic con

stant" speed propeller;. now•you have two Cur
tiss electl'ic propellers. You know the principle 
of operation. The angle of the blades ls con
trolled while ln ·flight to pr6Vide maXimwn effi
ciency and !l'aint'lin constant engine speed ·un
der varying operating conditions. 

The propellers are counter-rotating. The pro
peller cm the ri,gbt engine rotates clockwise 
w,hile the one on the ieft rotates counter-eioCk
wise. This eliminates torque' and provides the 
airplane wHh ·excellent climbing and <il¥ing 
characteristics, That Jlleans les5 work for you. 

There is a. control ' whicl;i gives YoU .· either 
Automatic constant Sp<!ed . .or m;µiual fixed pitch. 
There is also an emergency control enabling 
you to feather either propeller in case of engine 
failure. 

lncte~se •Pf" first, then manifol<! preuur&. 
Decrease· manifold pr.assure first,. then rpm. 

L.ater P-38 ·series }\ave throttle hooks. Their 
l'urpose is to pull the -propeller governors for
ward, if, having to add powel' rapidly, yQu 
forget tp advance the go,,ernoi·s before the 
th.rottles. t ' 
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Propeller Circuit Bre oker 

Curtiss electric propellus have circuit break
ers .which p?otect them against electrical over
loads. Keep circuit breakers set at all times. 

The P-38 has push but1<>n type circuit break
es forward of lhe engine control stand. They 
operate like a pop-out cigarette lighter in an 
automobile. When an overload occurs in the 
propeller circuit, these buttons'be<:ome hot and 
pop out, disclosing a red and white band. To re
$et the circuit breakers, first place the pro
peller selector switches in the manua,1 nX.ED 
PITCH position, allow the circuit breakers to 
cool for IO to lS seconds, then push the circuit 
breaker buttons in firmly. Return the propeller 
selector switches to AUTO:t'4ATIC. · 

lf tbe circuit breaker buttOns pop out again 

with the propeller switches in AUTOMATIC, it 
1s an indication of a permanent overload in the 
AUTOMATIC circuit. Return the propeller 
switches to manual FIXED PITCH, reset the 
circuit breakers, and Hy the airplane with fixed 
pitch propellers. 

A short in the system will cause the circuit 
breaker buttons to pop out cdntinually, in spite 
of repeated attempts to reset them. Under such 
circumstances you have no alternative but to 
leave the circuit breakers out. You can still 
chang~ the propeller pitch l"(lanually as out
lined on the next page, under Manual Opera
tion, but to do so, you must hold the circuit 
breaker buttons in at the same time. You can 
also reduce the rpm if necessary by moderate 
use of the featherlng "switch. ' , 

CHECK BEFORE TAKEOFF AND FREQUENTLY DURING 

FLluHT THAT THE CIRCUIT BREAKERS ARE SET. 
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Automatic Constal'it .Speed 

In AUTOMATIC, a gov.ernor and a relay 
maintain a constant engine speed within the 
limits of the control lever operation. The con
trol le~e:rs are on the englne conb:ol stand. 
They operate th« pi:opellei:s in ih:e same W!lY 
they op~ate the J>rQpeller.s . on the AT..16 $Uld 
AT-iJ. P~ll them back and you .dec~~ai,e th¢ 
rpm. Push them forward .and iYOU increa$e U,e 
rpm. For iakeoft the control levers are full for· 
ward. Change them to provide the correct rpm 
{or climb, 'Cruise, and other maneuvers'. ' ·. 

A ve1;tler kncili, is ·on the side of th~ engin~ , 
. control stand. You can. obtain' fine adjustment 
of the right hand propeJ1er governor ~vith th~ 

j· t I• > 

vernie.r.. · -
Synclu·onize propelle.r~. by ear, · using the 

tachometers, and tbe"vernier. Use the friction 
control to prevent the' throttles and propeiler 
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gover.nors •from vi.b;-ating out of position. Re
member the role: 

' 'Incre.ase rpm before increasing mariifol<l 
p ressure. Decr~se manifold -pressure before 
decreasing rpm." 

Manuql f lxed 'Pitch 

.lb' .manual f!XED :eITCH the .propellers 
·ci~erate· as fixed pi ten propellers. Thit; poSition 
is used to conse_rve the. batte~ if l.he-1gericrators 
fail, or if the autqmatic const.ant ~peed control 
faifa to operate. 

Monuol OP,eratlon 

1. Move s-elector swi\c;h to FlXED PITCH . 
2, Hold seleclPr ,.witch momentarily to IN

CREASJi: ;RPM or DECREASE RPM ('as re-. . . ·) . 
quired) . ' , 

3. When you obtain desired rpm setting, 
,' rettixn ·~elector switch to FIXED PITCH. 

The Curt lH e lectric P.•opellers need 
electricity to op.erate. Turn the gene-rutora 
ON, and make sur;e they are Working. 
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FEATH E.RING 
Feathering a propeller permits you to stop a 

disabled and vibrating enaine. It decreases the 
draa of the propeller and Increases the single 
enaine performance of the airplane. 

The feathering control switches have two 
positions: NORMAL and FEATHER. To 
feather a propeller, all you have to do is place 
the feathering control switch at FEATHER. 
'rhe feathering switch by-passes the AUTO
MATIC and manual F'IXED PITCH switches. 
Regardless of the position of the selector 
switches, the propeller blades turn to the 
feather angle and stop. 

If you can't feather a propeller wilh the 
feathering sv.-itch, you can feather by holding 
the propeller selector switch in the manual 
D,ECREASE position. 

Featharltls 
If you develop engine trouble in flight, don't 

jump for the feathering switch. 
l. Don't get in a hurry to land. 
2. You have a good single engine airplane 

under you. 
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3. Go over your checklist. Feathering may 
not be necessary. 

4. Definitely detennine which engine is bad. 
Wrong enaines have been feathered. 

5. Check the airplane thoroughly. Try to 
determine tht> cause. 
Note: You may be out of gas. Switch to fullest 
tank. Remember, don't be ln a hurry, don't get 
excited. You're not going to fall out of the sky. 
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Feathering Indicator Lights 

On later P-38's, feathet'ing indicator lights lo
cated above the feathering swit.ches help you 
feather the propeller of a bad engine. If your 
right engine fails, you push hard left rudder to 
correct yaw. The right feathering light then 
glows, indicating that the riaht propeller is the 
one to be featb'ered. The reverse is true if the 
left engine fails. 

Unfeatherlng · 

1. Return feather switch to NORMAL. 
2. Hold propeller selector switch to IN· 

CREASE RPM until tachometer reading is 
approximately 1000 rpm. 

3. Move propeller selector switch to AUTO
MATIC. This brings the rpm up to the setting 
of the propeller governor lever. 

Overspeedlng Propeller 

An overspeeding propeller is one which al
lows the engine to overspeed. U you have an 
overspeeding prop, immediately retard the 
throttle to 9000 rpm. Then do the following:· 

1. Check to . be sure propeller selector 
switches are in AUTOMATIC. 

2. !\'lake certain circuit breakers are in. 
3. Try to reduce rpm by propeller governor. 
4. Hold selector switch in DECREASE RPM 

position. 
If this fails to reduce the rpm, place feather 

switch to FEATHER and return it to NOR...'dAL 
when desired rpm is reached. Be careful not to 
reduce the rpm too mueh when using this 
method. 

' 
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Warning Lights 

Propeller warning Ughts are installed on the 
P-38H only. They indicate when the proPeller 
circuits are not properly set for takeoff and 

~ 

landing. They blink on and off when the circuit 
breakers are open, or wben the propeller Se· 
lector switches are not set in AUTOMATIC. 
However, these lights do not warn of an Im· 
properly set propeller pitch control. 
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p.90-p:ELLER PREFLIGHT CHECK 
. ' 

Check to see that propeller circuit breaker 
'buttons are in. ' . 

Automatic 0pel'ation Check 
1. Propelier selector swifcihes in AqTO

MATIC., 
· 2. P~opeller •goyep1ors in the full. forward 

.takeoff positiop. · ' ' • 
q. Ope~ throttles to obtain 2300 rpm, • , , , 
4. Pull the' propeller governors .;pack until 

you get a reduction of 200 rpm. . 
5. Return the propeller governors to f.l\e.Jull 

forward takeoff .position, noting that they. i·e
turn t.o 2300. rpm. If they fl!>, the .p~op~il~.rs are 
operating normally ~nq are:_ready for 'fllght. 

• 1,, 

11 
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,Increase rpm first, tl\en •mcinifold pressufe. 
. ' ' 

Decrease manifold pressure then rp?'· 

PRO·PELLER CH ECKL.I ST 
" 

Generator Switch 

Be .sure it is ON and working properly. The 
Curtiss, ,ele.ctric prope)le~ needs electricity to 
operate. 

Circuit Breakers 
I ' 

Buttons in at all times. 

feather Switch . . 
In NORMAL position. 

Takeoff 

Propeller selector switches in AUTOM~TIC. 
Propeller control governors hill forward in 
takeoff position. 

"· Cruising 

Selector S)Vitches in AUTOMATIC. Obtain 
desired rpm with propeller gove;nors. 

• !"lo • 

Landing 

Selector switches in AUTOMATIC. Set to 
2600 rpm with governors. 

After Landl'1g 

Before stopping the ·engines, move the gov
ernors full forward to takeoff position. 
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FUEL SYSTEM 

, 

• 
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All P-38L·S airplanu and 1ome P-38L· l and 

P-38J a irplanes have a modified fuel system. 

Al.I P~:ia series with the aid system will b" 

referred to as unmodlfled airplanes a nd the 

P-38 series that have the new 1ystem will be 

. referred to as modified airplanes. 

I, 

l-:. 
Under normal operating conditions, each. engine 1 
has a 1eparate and complete fuel system. 
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fuel Pressure 

Fuel is supplied lo each engine by one cn8ine· 
driven pump and on~. electric booster pump. 
The engine pumps maintain-a ;normal foe! pres
.sure of 16-18 psi up to 12,000 feet, Above 12,000 
feet, normal fuel pressure ls maintained by the 
booster pumps . 

Ele ctric fuel looater Pump 

The electric booster pumps serve for starting 
the engines, takeoff and landing, flying above 
12,000 feet, or in case the engine-driven pumps 
faij. ' ' 

The electric booster pumps are controlled by 
t_wo ,switclies on the ,left side of the cockpit 
floor. 

fuel Tank• 

P-38 Series Throuih P -38.1-10 
There are two reserve and two main self

sealing wing fuel tanks. This normal capacity 
is more than doubled by the addition of two 
165-g,Jlon drop tanks. 
P-38.J -is Through 1'-38L·5 , 

In addition to the four standard wing tanks 
and two drop tanks, these P-38 series have two 
outer wing tanks with a capacity of 55 gallons 
each. · 

The outer wing tanks have their own fuel 
booster pumps. When you are using fuel from 
the outer wing tanks, ln the unmo<lified fuel 
system, turn the regular fuel booster pumps 
o~. 

Fuel ·auantlty Ga0

9•• 

Two fuel quant.lty eages on the instrument 
panel i.ndicate only for the reserve and main 

l 
l : 
·i"~ ,. ~ 

tanks. The fuel quantity in the drop tanks and t 
outer wing tanks must be estimated by hourly 
fuel consumption. 

Fuel test lights for the outer wing tanks are 
located forward of the engi.ne control stand. If 
you are using the outer wing tanks, the warning 
lights glow when there are approximately 10 1o 
15 gallons left. Later airplanes have a low level 
test button so that you can check fu"el level in 
the outer wing tanks before you turn the 
tanks on. 
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1 Dr9p· Tanks •. , 

Beneath each wing lS a. shackle for •cari'ying 
an external drop tank (or bomb). Sway .brae-es 
are added for .carrying 330-gallon drop tanks. 

Ypu may Have to dt9P tlie ·e)lte,rnal• tanks to 
lighten you~ load if an engine fails, or to give 
yo;, greater maneuverability tn 'combat. Before 
you drop them, tum the fuel S<!lector valves to 
lhe wing tanks. · 

If you release empty drop tanks at high 
speeds, they will damage the flaps. Some P-38's 
have a special brace to Prevent thls and you can 
drop the tanks, empty or ful~ at any speed. 

You can drop the tank (ol' bombs) individ
~ally or botli. at the· same tune. ·The 'l'elease box 
is on the left side of the cockpit just betoi.v the 
wih.dow. 

Look around to b'e sure no one is behind or 
under you when you release the tanks, 

y' OU can release full 165-galiol'I drop tanks at 
any speed without damage to the flaps. With 
the tanks empty, or less than half full, slow 
down to 150 mph IAS and, at the instant of 
pressing the release button, pull up. This makes 
the tanks break clean away from the undersiCle 
of the wing. 

With twe full 165-gallon drop tanks, you are 
carrying an added Weight of better than 2000 
pounds. The Jlight characteristics 0£ ·the air
plane remain unchanged, but because of the 
extra weight, use maneuvet flaps for takeoff. 
Have the drop tank selector switches ON and 
the arming switch SAFE so you can immedi
ately release the tanks if an engine 'fails ,on 
takeoff. 

When you have finished climbing and are on 

your w~y, turn selector ·switches OFF so that 
the farik$ won't drop if you accideJ>tly hit the 
releai;e but~or:l, 

When carrying drop tanks, never exceed 300 
mph IAS or make any tigqt turn~. 

If you"!lave to l~ ~x;!,u~d ·soon aft~r takeoff, 
and land with two ,tull drop -tanks, increase the , 
final approach speed by 15 mph and carry ·par
tia) power' un'til you flare out, The ai\i>lane 
tends to b!' no~e heavy, but a litt!e''pow'er will 
help keep '·the ·nosewheel off the "g,ound._ 

To Ooerate Drop Tank (or Bomb) Release 

OLD 

. . ' 
\,. '\' 

,. 
' r~., 
,1 

1. Place arming switch to ARM or SA~. 
' ' . ' 

2. Place se'J.ector switch ON for tank (or 
bomb) to be dropped. 

3. Press the release , button. 

NEW 

~HfU\_ · 
.~-~ 

\ l'f ,, • ., •• flll G•!T 
$ f,'K_':~•.:...s 
ll'il:\. .,. f,ll, 
~ ..... ~ 

'\... e .~:t. • 

1. Place' mastet switch ON . 

2. Place a rming switc]l to ARM or SAFE. 
3. Pliice bomb-rocket sw.iteh to BOMBS. 
4. Pre$' •.tlie. ·~lease ;i,utton. 

Note: Many''P-38's have manual releases 115 a 
' substitute for the elect;i~al 'release. Check your 

ail.'Plane for their location and ~peration. 

REL'l:ASE DROP TANKS BEFORE DITCHING OR MAKING A BELLY LANDING' 
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( Outer Wmg Tanks 

The outer wing tanks have their own booster 
pumps. When you are using fuel from, these 
IAnJ_<s tum the regulai: booster pumps to OFF. 

Outer Wing Tank Operation 

P ·38J -15 . . . , , . 
Turn the outer wing\ooster iwltches 

1

to ON, 
and turn the regular fuel selectOrs and booster 
switches to OFF. 

P ·38J-2Q Through. P-38L-I 
Turn the fuel selectors to OUTER WING and 

tum the booster pumps to OFF. 
' 

P-38L-5 , . 
Se~ Modified F~el Systel'(). ' , , , 

Croufeed System 

An electrical crossfeed system makes it pos
sible to feed fuel to either engin.e from any tank 
except outer wing tanks. Use the cros.sfeed sys-

'CROSSfHD 
P-38 SIRll5 THROUGH P· 38J· 10 

Condlrion: 

aH fUU SfllC1'0I TUIHH> 1'0 ltlSlltV(,. 
DIOP TANI(, Olt MAIN, 

lO ltf'T 
t~NI 

CIOS5F!ED' SWITCH, TO O.OSSf'ICO 
lH FUEL S!UC1'01 OFF. 

TO llOHT 
lNGINI 

llllOHT ltEStRVf 

REST RICT ED 

tern when you want to operate both en&ln'"' 
from the fuel in one drop tank, or when pro
longed single engine ll\ght makes it necessary to 
draw fuel from. the dead engine side. 

Crou feed Ope ration 

P-38 Series Through P -38J-10 
1. Turn the·fut!I selecto~ to the tank you .want 

to draw fuel from. 
2. Turn crossfeed switCb to CROSSFEED. 
3. Turn the other fuel selt!Ctor to OFF. 

N~te: Keep your hand on· the fuel selector un.til 
you are sure both engines are drawing fuef 
from the desired tank. 

P-38J·l5 Through P-38L-5 · 
' .. 1. Turn fue'l .selector ~ 'tank you want t~ 
draw f ue1 from. · 

2. Turn the other seleetor to CROSS SUC
TION. 

CROSS SUCTION or CROSSFEED <lou not 
operate for the outer wing tanks. 

· CROSS SUCTION , 
,.38J-1 s THIOllGH P-3n s 

Con4itiol'!: 

IH PUfl snKTot MHCD TO 
RESltVI. otor fANK. 01 MAIN. 

lH PUil SfllCTOI TUINIO TO 
caoss SUCTION,, .. 

1 to RIGH'f' ··-

[JClOH,(lO 
SWITCH OH 

•ttOMT DIOP fAH.t( 
l tGHt OIOP 
TA.HK 

llOHf MAIN 
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Fuel Ma na,gement 

Two fuel selectors are at the !~ft side on the 
cockpit floor. 

P-38 Series Through P-38J -10 
1. RES (reserve) 
2. DROP TANK 
3. OFF 
4. MAIN 

P·38J·2.0 Through P-38L-S 
1. MAIN 
2. CROSS SUCTION 
3. RES (reserve) 
4. OFl<'-DROP TANK 
5. OUTER WING 
The P-38J-l5 aso has a 5-position selector, 

but it bas no OUTER WING position. OFF and 
DROP TANK occupy separate positions on the 
fuel selector face. The oul<lr wing tanks have 
separate selectors (there are two toggle 
switches in back of the electric booster pump 
control box). 

40 

Take off and fly on the reserve tanks Jor the 
first 15 minutes. ThJs ~ necessary because of a 
bleed-back of unmetered· fuel from the carbu
retors to the reserve tanks. If you use other 
tanks first, the unmetered fuel &Ge$ back to the 
full reserve tanks, causing the fuel to siphon 
out. SIQJl the siphoning by switching to RES 
(reserve). 

Use fuel in the following sequence: 
1. Reserve for the first 15 mlnu!es. 
2. External drop tanks. (if .carried) . 
3. Outer wing tanks (if installed). 
4. Main. 
5. Reserve. 

~! 
When operating at high power 11tting1, esp•· 

cially at altitud&, reduce power before switching 
tonks to prevent tho engines from backfiring or 
stopping. 

RES TR ICTE D 
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Fuel Con.sumption P7~8R, fP-38J, ·an·d P-.38l 
j .~ • 

POWER SETTINGS RPM 

fAKEOFF AND MILiTARY 3000 

t· ,.' 
•.'., I· 

"·" 

.. ·'• 
'./'t I 

..... ,J •· .'r 

' 

NO DROP TANKS 

TWO 165-GAL. TAN KS 

TWO 330-GAL. TANKS 

RESTRICTED 

GRADE, 100 

HG. MIXTU RE 

54" AUTO ~ICH 

.. 't . ~ 

F~e l Capacity 

4 WING TANKS ' 

306 GALS .. 

636 GALS. 

966 GALS. 

. . 
<;O~~UMPT.ION{HR./ENGINE 

162 GALS.' ,. 
180 GALS. 

115 GALS. 

4 6b GALS. 
" . 

6 WING TANKS 

416 GALS • 

.. 
746 GALS. 

1076 GALS. 
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Modified Fuel System 

The P-3SL-5 and some P-38L-1 and P-'38J 
airplanes 'have a prElss~ized fuel system. B.asic
ally. ·the old fu~l system pP,Sn't been changed. 
Ther.e ar-e still the-'same nulnber of tanks in the 
i;ai:;,;, locatiol)., i°ihd fue ~~~e fu'el lines are being 
used. ·· · ,._' ,,. .... · ~ 

Iir.Q\e' Qld,·urimo(!ified fu~I system, the fuel is 
suc,~J n;om '.fhf t;>p~s i>Y the .engine-driven 
'pur!)PS.-aQd' the eledh~ •ooost.er .pumps. In ·the 
moili£e(! fuel sy~tem,, tile· fuel is pumped from 
the·fahkS. and liows':i:i;,cier ~ressure through the 

~' . 
lines to the engine-driven pumps. 

t ~~$'" , ·!. .,_ • I 

Sub':'\er°!leif Pumps J.~ .. ,1 , 

. T~li ·.p~~.ssur,?! is ,de~el?ped by ~mall electric 
submerged booster pumps in each main, re· 
serve, and outer wing tank. When you tum the 
fuel selector .valves to either of the six ~s, 

. t!>~ '.\?Urnp in that , tank is automatically en• 
gaged. 
' In the old system, you turned the .electric 
booster pumps on for takeoff and turned them 

" off lfi~ 'Y.ou establlslied a norm"al cliriib, You 
turned them on 11gai11 if you were going to fty 
ab9ve 12,ooo (eet and when coming" in for a 
ia;;ding: rn th~ ' modified systein, th.e boost;i 
pumps a'r~ on all the 'time in flight. " 

Each pump has tw.o. speed•, a lo"( speed called 
NORMAL and a high speed called EMER
GENCY. The low speed, NORMAL, is used all 
the time during normal operation of the en
gines. Use the high speed, EMERGENCY, for 

J, • • . 

take?ff, landing, fiying ;above 10
1
0Q-O feet, or any 

time.the fuel pressure 'falls below 14 psi. 
· ·submerged fuel pumps are not installed in 
the c!rop tanks. Fuel is forced from the drop 
tanks at 5 psi by the exhaust from the vacuum 
pump on the engjne, Fuel \s routed throug!> a 
regular booster' pump ih the , line. an'd th.en to 
the engine-driven pump. 

Boolter Pump SwHches 

Four switches control the booster pumps. Jn. 
spect these switches c.arefu!ly.- Together with 
the selector valves they are the key to getting 
fuel to the engines. 

The regular booster pump ·switches are now 
called master switches. They turn the booster 
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LEFT RIGHT 

(j) ON <i> 
@ OFF@ 

FUEL BOOSTER PUMPS 

~ 
PUSH TO CHECK LOW FUEL 
LEVEL IN OUTER WING TANKS 

0 (j 

•• 

' ' 

@ EMERGENCY 0 

<il (f) 
@ NORMAL @) 
L' FUEL 0 R 

0 

PUMPS" 

~MASTER~ 
\'j1SWITCH 'i' 

0® ® 0 
OFF OFF 

• • 

BOOSTE R PUMP SWIT<;HES 

" 

'· 
· pj,p~ ort. Tw;· additio~al switches, j~st for
ward of the ma,ster switches, are booster pump 
speed control switches. They bave two posi
tiops, NORMAL and El\IIERGErCY .. 

Procedure 

. With the master booster pump switches ON 
and the sp~d control Switches NORMAL, you 
automatically engage the pumps in the tariks 
selected. for takeo.ffs1 landings, flying ~bove 
10,000 feet, and wl;ienever the fuel pressure 
falls below 14 p;i, mov~ the speed c~ntrol 
switches to the EMERGENC'Y poslti9n. The 
master booster pump switches must be ON: for 
the speed control S\VJt~J!eS to op~rate. . 

Booster Pump Check Before 
Starting ~nglnes 

With the engines not running, and the booster 
pumps ?-lORMAL, the fuel pressure indicates 
between 8 and 11 psi on each tank except the 
drop tanks. M.ove the speed control switclles 
fQrward lo the EMERGENCY position. The 
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fuel pressu.re g!)es up to 17.5 psi on each tank 
except the drop tanks. With booste~ pumps on 
for drop ta.nk operation the fuel pressure is be
tween 16 and 18 psi. The 'EMERGENCY posi
tion has no effect Qn drop tank pre~sures. 

In Flight 

If the. electric b'ooster pUJ,l)ps fail '"hile in 
flight, !)r you turn thempff because of electtie 
trouble, the airplane Illes ·saH$facto.rlly bel~w 
10,000 feet with normal power whlle drawing 
fuel from the mam, reserve, or drop tanks. If 
the generators fail at high altin1de the engines 
will stop. Y_ou ·have to descend to a lower alti
tude where the engine-driven pumps can sup-
ply the engines with fuel. · 

You ca1:1not, draw fuel {rom the outer wing 
tanks with tlie b\>oster pllinps OFF. The reason 
fo1· this· is that the'·booster pump switches not 
only control the pumps in the tanks, but also a 
solenoid valve in the outer wing fuel lines 
which must be open before fuel can flow from 
the tanks ·to the engines. 

RESTR IC TED 
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Over.priming can• damage an engine and is 
definitely a fire baza~a. 'I 

Electric Primer 

The hand primer has been replaced by an 
electric pruner which is controlled by the same 
switch as the oU dilution. When you pull this 
switch back toward you, it primes the engines 
. .. when you .push j~ forwarq it clllutes the oil. 
AN ENGINE CANNOT BE PRIMED UNLESS 
THE FUEL Pru!SSURE IS MAINTAINED' 
WITH THE BOOSTER PUMPS. 

The amount of priming depends upon tem
~rature conditions, but for moderate tem
peratures: with the booster pumps on NOR
MAL, hold the primer switch back for no more 
than 2 Eull seconds. Then if you need more 
after the engine starts turning over, prime as 
needed. Avoid over-priming! 

Fuel Selector OFF Position 

The fuel selector valves on early P-38 series 
have an OFF position but on later series the 
DROP TANK position and the OFF position 
have been combined. So if you are carrying 
drop tanks with fuel there is no OFF position 
for the selectors. If you have an engine fire in 
flight and are carrying loaded drop tanks, r e· 
)ease the drop tank on the bad enginE! side and 
turn ·the selector to DROP TANK. 

Another way to stop the fuel supply to an 
engine is to tum the. seledor to the 0 UTER 
WING tank position· and tum off the booster 
pump master switch of that engine. With the 
l;>ooster pump OFF, you cannot draw fuel from 
the outer wing tank because· a solenoid valve 
In the' line from this tank ls closed. 

To shut off fuel to both en&ines simultane
ously, tum both selector valves to CROSS 
SUCTION. This is particularly convenient for 
shutting off fuel OI\ the ground when drop tanks 
are instilled. ' 

The. improved modified fuel system is found 
only on recent P-38s. You can tell if your P-38 
bas this system by checltina for the following 
Identifying characterjstks: 

1. The fuel booster pumps are operated by 
2 sets of switches-MASTER and NORMAL
EMERGENCY. 

2. Electric priming switches have replaced 
the old hand primer. 

• BOOSTER PUMPS MUST BE ON TO DRAW FUEL 
FROM OUTER WING TANKS.' THE BOOSTER PUMP 
SWITCHES OPERATE SUBMERGED BOOSTER PUMP 

~~~~::::::~- ~· AND Q!'EN SOLENOID VALVE. 

SOLENOID VALVE 

., 

ENGINE. DRIVEN PUMP 

TO CARBURETOR 

RESTRICTED 

CHECK VALVE 

. . 
CROSS SUCTION DOES NOT OPERATE FOR OUTER WING 
TANKS BECAUSE FUEL CANNOT PASS BEYOND CHECK VALVE 
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TH 'E HYDRAULIC SY$TEM 
The hydi·aulic system operates the Jandine 

gear, wheel well doors, wing Baps, and coolant 
shutters. The brakes are operated by a separate 
hydraulic system. 

Hydraulic pressure i.s maintained by en· 
gine-drlven pumps mounted one on each en
gine. Normal hydraulic pressure is between 
UOO psi and 1400 psL In later series a surge 
up to 1600 psi is permissible if it drops back to 
1500 psi or less. 

1'ho system opera~s all the hydraulic equip
me11t (except the brakes} using power from the 
engine-driven pumps and fluid from the top 
l1alf of the main hydraulic reservoir. 

Auxili a ry Syst em 

The auxiliary system operates the same 
equipment and uses the same lines as the nor
mal system. The difierence is that the hand 
hydraulic pump furnishes the power, and the 
fluid comes from the bottom of ~e main hy
draulic reservoir. 
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l . MxiiW.-y ll1•1UI ... Mp. 
2. ~ •• .. n1loft ,......,_., 
i . v ............ ,,Mir. . 
• . ""'"' hy .. ...ak '9Mf'Vff. 
$, Moift rti«VMt 4NiiA, 
6. ~·.,.....; .... ,, P"""P. 
1. To ol'ld ~•"' coolot11 fe.r. 
I. Chedt •elvo, 

,9 , HydrovtJc "'"'",. ..... 
10. To flop •Yt"'"'~ 
11 . Flop coftffol vol ..... 
12. ,,._ .. w,. r•o11l11tor, 
i3. Pte».,,. oc.c~m1,1lot\W, 
14. Hydrovllc flt.1ld ntt.r. 
1~ . t~u1dlng t•'!' centre! volv .. 
1& lo Ian.ding Sl••r •Y•l•M. 

You can't build up pressure with 
the hand hydrauli< pump unless the 
aileron boos-t vafve and coolant over· 
ride switches are. in th• OFF po1itions. 

I 

, Emerg e ncy Extension Syst e m 

The emergency extension system operates 
from a separate reservoir and through separate 
lines, using the hand pump for power. The only 
purpose of this system is to extend the landing 
gear in ~ase of complete failure of the other 
two systems. Since this system works off a 
separate set of hydraulic Unes, there is no indi
cation of pressure on the hydraulic pressure 
gage. 

RES TR I CTED 
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Hydraulic Pressure Gage 

A hydraulic pressure gage, on the instrument 
panel, shows you if the hydraulic system is 
woxking properly. 

When the hydraulic system is not in use, the 
pressure gage register!i apprdximately 1300 psi. 

When the hydraulic system is in use., the 
pressure gage drop.s from 1300 psi fo the dif-
f erem;.e in. pr.es~ure remainiDg 1µ the lines. < 

US\i the hydi:aulfo ·g~ge. ;is a check fOr "\lie , , . ~ ... - •· ~' 
correct operation o.f the l;inding gear an,d :fl~ps, 
For exampl:e, when Y.ou li>w.er the landing gear, 
the hydraulic system is put into operation, The 
pressure gage !Pen drops fro!" ' 1300 p~i' to the 
differ~nce ill pressu~e remaining 'iri the lln~s. 
If the landing gear requires 600 to 800 psi 

t; • ' ~ • ~ • 

'" 

0 

,. 

GEAR.UP 

AND LOCKED 

.. 
,GEAR GOING 

bOWN: 

GEAR DOWN . ,,, ,~ . ' 

AND LOC!:KED 
I"'' it. l 

'. 

RESTRICTED 

to be lowered and lockl!d, the p~essure gage will 
indica te between 500 \Uld 700 p,si. When the 
gage retui;ns to jts normal reading you know 
the landing gear is down ·and. iocked. · 

' . ' 

.' 

, 
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THE LAN DI NG GEAR 
The P-38 has a retractable tricycle landing 

gear. It is hydraulically operated and is con
trolled by a lever on the left-hand side of the 
cockpit. The lever has only two positions: UP 
and DOWN. 

There is a safety device that prevents you 
from raising the landing gear )ever while the 
main struts are compressed. 'l'his prevents re
traction of t.h.e gear while the plane is on the 
gTOunci 

Don' t try lo lift the londing gear handle while 
the plane is on the ground. 

, On P -38 series before the P-38 J-15, when the 
throttle is retarded to 15" Hg. or less, a warning 
horn sounds and a landing gear warning light 
on t.be control stand comes on If the gear is in 
any position other than down and locked. The 
P-38J and P-38L do· not have o wamin.g horn. 
The warning light is on the instrument panel 
and glows it'the landing gear is not locked in 
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either the up or down position. The P-38 serjes 
throu~ the P-38J-10 has a position lnrucator 
on the instrument panel for the landing gear 
and flaps. 

The hydraulic pressure gaae normally regis
ters 1300 psi. When you put the hydraulic sys
tem into operation by raising or lowering the 
landing gear, the pressure drops t.o the. ruffer
ence in pressure remal.rung in the lines. When 
the operation bas been completed and th~ gear 
u ejtber up or down and locked, the pressure 
inrucated on the hydraulic gage retunis to 
1300 psi. Use the hydraulic pressure gage as a 
check that the gear is down and locked. 

Shimmy Damper 
' Tho sh.i.mmy damper prevents the nose.wheel 

from vibrating exoe~sively. Should the devlce 
ever fail during taxi; tllkeoff rwi, or landing 
roll, you 11 encounter severe vibration. $top as 
soon as possible. The nosewbeel may collapse. 

REST RICTE D 



Ope ration of the Landing Ge a r 

When you put the control handle in the UP 
position ihe gear rises. 

If, after takeoff, you cannot raise the lever to 
the UP position, turn the emereency release 
knob counter-clockwise with your left thumb. 
The emergency release knob is just forward of 
the landing gear 1eve.r. ' 

The wheel wel) doors close when the landing 
gear reaches its r.etracted position. In the last, 
quarter inch of travel, the main strut strikes a 
se'luence valve actuating a hydraulic unit that 
closes the doors. 

You can see if the main wheel doors are 
closed by looking over you~ shoulder at the 
botttom section of each boom. If the aear comes 
up but the doors remain open, pump the stick 
forward. This causes the gear to press up 
npinst the sequence valve a.nd close the doors. 
If that doesn't work, try lowerina and raising 
the gear again. If the doors continue to remain 
open, return to your base and land. With wheel 
doors open or gear extended you must never 
skid the airpla.ne or exceed 175 mph. 

To Retract the Landing G.ear 

Don't raise or lower the landing iE\ll• In a 
turn. The 'centrifugal force will put 11 strain 
on the hydtaulic system. 

REST RI - eo 

1. Place landing gear control handle •~ GP 
position. 

2. Look over your shoulder to see il "'"" main 
wheel doors are closed. 

3. Check that hydraulic pressure has re
turned to 1300 psl. 

4. Check if wheels are up by hand hydraulic 
pump. 

The loud, popping noise under the seat is .the 
pressure .regulator valve, ~nd the smoke that 
may.come in the cockpit when the gear is raised 
'is caused ~y the noscwheel rubbing on the nose
wheel dQOr. The.re is no cause for alarm in 
either case. 

If the gear doH not retract with the lever in 
the UP position, return the lever to tho DOWN 
position and land. 
To Lower Landing Gear 

1. Slow the airplane to at least 175 mph. 
2. Place landina gear control lever in the 

DOWN position. 
3. Look over your shoulder to Jiee if the m·ain 

wheel 9oors are open. 
4. ,Check nosewheel position by the polished 

spot on the engine cowling. 
5. Make. sure the pre$Su're indi~tor gage 

has returned to 1300 psi. 
6. Test hand pump to make sure it resists 

operation. 
7. Check that landing &ear warning light is 

off. 

CHECK MAIN WHEEL DOORS BY LOOKING OVER SHOUltcR 
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The P-38 has Fowler type flaps whlch slide 
out of. the trailing edge of the wing. Using up 
to 11.i flaps increases the wing area and pro
v ides greater lift. When the flaps are from 'h 
to full down, they act as air brakes. 

The flaps are operated by a hydraulic motor 
.located behind the pilot's seat. The motor makes 
a . whiriing noise which, when you first hear it, 1 

m1l.y startle you. 
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Operation 

The flap control lever is on the forward right· 
hand side of the cockpit. The UP, DOWN, and 
MANEU. (Maneuver) positions control the di
rection of flap movement. The CLOSED posi
tion enables you to stop the motion and lock 
the flaps in any desired intermediate position. 

On late P-38 series, the flap position is indi
ca ted by a small, pop-up lever on the trailing 
edge of the left wing just inside of the boom. 
This indicator projects above the wing when· 
ever the flaps are not full up. 

To lower the flaps, move the control lever to 
the DOWN position. The lever will not go to 
the DOWN position until the trigger on the 
lever is lifted throqgh the notch forward of the 
CLOSED position. Return the lever to the 
CLOSED position when you have the desired 
a.mount of flaps. 

To raise the flaps, move the control lever 
to UP. 

When not in use, leave the control lever in 
the CLOSED pqsition. 

Don't lo'Wet full flaps at airspeeds over 150 . . ~· ' 
mph IAS, or !riai>euver flaps over 250 mph IAS. 

FLAPS LOCKED UP OR DOWN 

I I 
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FLAPS HALF DOWN 
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Fl-APS . FULL DOWN 

FLAPS FULL UP 
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Maneuver Flaps 

Pull the fiap centrol lever back to the 
MANEU. position without lifting the trigger 
through the notch, and you get maneu.ver flaps 
(approximately 'h flaps). One-half -flaps in
creases lift and lowers the stalling speed. This 
provides the P-38 with greater maneuver
ability. 

You can lower maneuve.r flaps, also known 
as combat llaps, at airspeeds up to 250 mph IAS. 

Dive flal>S 

The P-3SL and later P-38J series have dive 
flaps. They are just behind and below the lead
ing edge oi the wi.ng, outbQard of the engine 
nacelles. They are approximately 58 mches long 
and 8 inches wide. 

The flaps are electrically controlled by a tog
gle switch on .the left-hand side of the control 
wheel. 

The dive flaps a•e either up or down. There 
is no intermediate position. They extend or re
tract within 2 seconds and have a 35° angle 
when in the down poSition. 

Aile.ran Boo•t 

Another new addition ls the aileron boost. 
It is e;xac-tly what its name implies. It is hy-
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draulically opernted and triples the rate of roll. 
The aileron boost control is on the -right side 
0£ the cockpit. It has two positi'ons: ON and 
OFF. . . 

Aileron boost makes the p.SSL and later 
P ·38J's extremely maneuver.able at any speed. 

Aileron boo•t must be 01'.' all the time except 
for the following <onditions: 

Single engine landing. 
Hydraulic trouble. 

Aileron bqost failure. If the oilerpn boost unit 
foil•, you may not be ~ble to . oya•power 11. 
control. Immediately furn !he aileron boo•t con
trol valve OFF. 

Note: The ailerons ride approximately l inch 
higher with boo•t OFF. This change in trim . is 
normed. 

1(1~/ 
.Do not turn aileron boo•t ON during flight. If 

you hove slatt~d a Right w iih 'aileron. boo$1 
OFF, or have iurned it OFF for .emergency 
operali.on, don't turn it ON again until you ~ave 
landed. 
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ELECTR ICAL SYSTEM 
The electrical system consjsts of one 100-

ampere generator mounted on each engine, a 
voltage regulator, a reverse current rel~y, a bat
tery in the left boom (in the nose compartment 
of the F-5), a battery switch, two generator 
swit.ches, two ammeters, and a voltmeter. 
Earlier P-38 series had only one generator 
mounted on the left engine. 

The generators are the primary source of 
power for all electrical equipment. & sure the 
generators are on at all times. 

The voltage regulator keeps the genentor 
voltage constant. A constant voltage of 28 volts 
is necessary to operate the electrical "quipment 
and keep the battery charged. 

The reverse current relay automatically cils
connects th" aenerator from the main cireuit 
when the en&ine stops or the generator tails. 

The battery is a small power unit used for 
starting the engines and a reserve to supply 
electrical power ii lhe generators fail. Don't use 
the battery as a primary source of power. With 
the electrical equipment on and the genera
tors off, -the battery won't last longer than 80 
minutes. Be sure the generators are on and 
workinl! properly. 
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The battery switch connects and disconnects 
the battery from the main circuit. . 

The generator switches connect and discon
nect the generators from the main circuit. 

The ·ammeter indicates the charging current 
l-01 the battery and the electrical system. Read
ing for the ammeter generally fluctuates below 
50 amps. 

The voltmeter incilcates the voltage output of 
the generators. In the P-38L and later series, 
the voltmeter is an !ncilcation of the voltage 
output of the battery as well a.s the generators. 
In these later series, the 'voltmeter can't be 
used as an incilcation of generator failure. Any 
deviation grenter than a half a volt, plus or 
minus, from a reading of 28 volts on the volt-'. 
meter is reason to check the condition of the 
voltage regulator or the generators. The' gen
erators don't cut into operation until you have 
approximately 1600 ?'pm or over and you will 
not receive an incilcation of 28 volts unless 
your rpm is that hi&h. 

lnvert·er 

An invert.er supplies current fo specific in-
. str11mei:ts. 'The inverter switch is locateli either 
on the main switch box or directly under the 
flap control handle. The inverter must be on. 
Many P-38's up to and including the P-38H 
have an lnverter warning light installed. When 
the light is on, the inverter is not in operation. 

The inverter on the P-38J and P-38L oper· 
ates only the remote compass. There is no warn
ing light. Turn on the inverter by a switch on 
the main switch box Japeled C0l\1PASS; ON
OFF. 

Circuit Breakers ond Fu1e1 

The circuit breakers mounted along the right 
side of the cockpit on later series P-38's act as 
fuses and automatically break the circuit when 
an overload occurJ. They replace the fuses in 
the nosewheel well in earlier se ries. Reset a 
circuit breaker by allowing a short interval for 
cooling and then pushing the button. Unlike 
the propeller circuit breakers, these buttons do 
not pop out and it is not possible to tell by look
ing at them whether or not a circuit breaker is 
open. 
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COM MU I ICATIOIS 
Most P-38's have a VHF command radio, 

and an IFF (Identification, Friend or Foe) set. 

VHP Command Set (SCR-522-A or 
AN/ ARC-3 Radio) 

The transmitter and receiver operate on four 
pre-tuned channels. It is a powerful radio, hav
ing a range oJ more than 150 miles. It transmits 
and receives on dittct line of sight. If there are 
any obstructions between you and the airplane 
or station you are calling, your transmission 
wiU not be received. 

The control box is on the right-hand side of 
the cockpit. There are 5 push buttons on the 
control box. The first one is the OFF button. 
The others, A, B. C, and D, turn on the trans· 
mitter and receiver and select I.he frequency. 
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The control box also bas a lever th.at varies 
the intensity of the channel indicator lights, and 
a T-R-REM switcli. When the T-R-REM switch 
is set to T, you can transmit but not nceive. 
When it is set 10 R, you can receive but not 
transmit. When it is set to the REM position, 
you have remote operation and can transmit 
and receive. The T and R positions are for 
emergency operation. The T-R-REM switch is 
usually wired to the REM position. 

With the T-R·REM switch in the REM posi· 
tion, you can transmit by pressing the micro· 
phone button on the control wheel. 

You use a throat microphone or an oxygen 
mask microphone with this radio. Be sure the 
jacks nre plugged in properly and you have 
chec:J<ed all your equipment. 

LOW FREOUENCY UNGE R.ECEIVH 
' 
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Opercrtion of the Rodio 

1. Airplane battery switch ON. 
2. Make sure your headset and microphone 

are plugged in jacks. 
3. Control switch In REM position. 
4. Press A, B, C, or D channel button as 

desired. 
5. To transmit, press microphone button. 

Speak slowly and clearly. 
6. To tum radio equipment off, press OFF 

button. 

VollagH developed by transmitters are suffi
ciently high lo cause severe burns or death. Be
fore you transmit on th1 ground, be sure no one 
is close lo the ontenna . 

Low Frequency Radio Range Receiver 

Some P-38 serle~ have a low frequency range 
receiver. It operates Independently of the VHF 
and can be used et the same time. The set is on 
the right slde of ehc cockpit' below the VHF 
radio swltcll box. 

To operate: . 
1. Turn the set on. Switch ls on the face of 

the set. 
2. Turn volume up until you hear the back

ground noise. 
3. Tune to desired frequency. 

AN/ APS-13 Radio Warning System 

Thi$ equipment provides a visible and an 
audible warning of the presence or approach of 
other aircraft from behind. It should be turned 
off from takeoff up to approximately 3000 feet 
and when coming In for a landing. lf the equip. 
ment 1$ on below 3000 feet, a warning indica
tion is given because of the reflection of radio 
waves from the ground. 

A red light, mounted to the right of the gun 
sight, lights up and a warning bell rings to warn 
you of other airc.raft within range of operation 
of the equipment. You receive a warning indi
cation regardless of whether the aircraft within 
range i.s friendly or enemy. 
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An ON-OFF switch and dimmer control are 
on the right side of the cockpit below the rec
ognition light switches. Use the dimmer control 
to adjust the brilliance of the red indicator light. 

You can test, in flight, if the radio warning 
system is operating. Move the ON-OFF switch 
to 0:-t, wait at least 3 minutes for the tubes to 
warm up; then, bold the test switch ON. lf the 
red indicator light glows and the bell rings, the 
equipment is operating properly. 

IFF 
SCR-69!1 Radio , 

The receiver for the !FF is in the ri.$ht boom, 
between the coolant radiators and the baggage 
comp11rtment. 

The. con t.to! box ls on the left-hand side of 
the cockpjt, It contains ;1n ON-<;>FF switch and 
a &-positio,n selector switch. To turn the IFF 
eguiproe'nt on, place the ON-OFF switch In the 
ON position. Your communications officer will 
instruct you concerning the· correct selector 
switcb settings. 

Destructor Unit 

The IFF equipment is secret. If you make a 
forced landing In enemy territory, destroy the 
IFF. Two push button $Witches are located di
rectly below the control box. They are operated 
by current from the airplane electrical system. 
When. you press both buttons simultaneously, 
you destroy the receiver in the tail boom. The 
r eceiver i.s destroyed but nothing else! 

lf you bail out or make a crash landing, the 
IFF will automatically be destroyed when the 
airplane hits the ground. The destructor unit 
i.s set to go off automatically when 6 G's or more 
are applied. 
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OXYGEN 
You have a low pressure, demand type, oxy

gen system. It Is important that you understand 
the oxygen system and the use oI the oxygen 
mask. Check with your personal equipment of
ficer and filght surgeon concerning the use and 
fit of your mask. Know the symptoms and dan
ger of anoxia. 

Th• Mask 

You have either an A-10 or A-14 demand 
type oxygen mask. Both work perfectly on this 
system. Fit the mask snugly. Check it for leaks 
by holding your thumb over the end of the hose 
and breathing in gently. U you find it difficult 
to b1·eathe, it is a good fit. Wash your mask 
after each use and inspect it regularly. 

The System 
There are 3 oxygen bottles in your airplane; 

2 in the left boom and 1 in the rlght. The bot
tles are filled to a pressure of 400 to 450 psi. This 
gives you more than a 6-hour supply of oxygen 
at 30,000 feet. A pressure gage on the left side 
of the cockpit near the landing gear control 
handle indicates the amount of pressure in the 
system. A supply warning light indicates when 
the pressure drops below 100 psi. 
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There ls an oxygen regulator with an auto
rrtix lever. The lever bas. 2 posit.ionS: ON and 
OFF. When the lever is in the ON position, the 
regulator automatically r(lixes air with the oxy
gen to give you the supply you demand at any 
altitude. With the auto-mix lever in the OFF 
position, you receive pure oxyaen every time 
you inhale. 

A small knob for emergency use is on the 
regulator. By. tu:rning the k,nob counter-clock
wise you convert the demand system to free 
fiow. This allows oxygen to Aow at a •1'lady 
rate whether you inhale or not. Use it only if 
the de.ma1\d system !ails. 

A flow meter on the regulator indicates that 
the system is operating properly. It is a blinker 
that opens and closes as you breathe. 
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How to Use the Oxygen System 

Plan to use oxyeen on all flights above 12,000 
feet. Breathe normally whenever you use oxy
gen. Only a certain amount of oxygen can be 
absorbed. When the blood becomes saturated, 
the rest is wasted. 

1. After you are in the cockpit, connect your . 
mask to the tube leading to the regulator. Be 
sure the connection is a snug fit. Test it and 
see that it doesn't separate easily: 

2. Clip the mask tube to your clothing, allow· 
ing for head movement without · pulling the 
mask or tube loose. 

3. Turn the auto·mlx lever ON 'and be sure 
the emergency knob is OFF. , 

4. Constantly check the pressure and flow 
during flight. 

5. Turn the auto-mix lever OFF at 30,000 feet 
and over. 

At 30,000 feet you receive pure oxygen with 
the auto-mix lever either ON or OFF. But with 
it OFF you are abruptly informed when the 
supply is exhausted because you can't get an· 
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other breath through the mask. It feels as if 
someone has put a finaer over the end of the 
tube. This is your warning to get down to a safe 
altitude where oxygen isn't needed. If you leave 
the auto-mix lever in the ON position and the 
supply is exhausted, you would continue to 
breathe as before, but the regulator would be 
supply1ng nothing but cockpit air. After a few 
minutes of such breathing you would be over
come by anoxia. 

Emergency System 
If the supply wamln.g light comes on, im

mediately descend to belc;>w 12,000 feet. A )eak 
in the nstem can cau.se a very rapid Jo~s of 
oxygen.. . . , 
' If the l'low mctel" (blinker) stops but you still 
have oxygen preMure, Immediately check your 

. mask for fit and the lube connection. If this 
doesn't start the flow meter, the demand part of 
the system has probably failed. Turn the emer· 
gency knob to ON. The oxygen supply under 
these conditiorui depletes rapidly, so start your 
descent to a sa~e altitude. 
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ARMA MENT 
You have four .50-<eaL machine guns and one 

20-mm. cannon. Three hundred to 500 rounds 
are carried for each' machine gun and up to 
150 l'Ounds for the cannon. 

To fire the guns, you press trigger buttons 
on the right side of the control wheel. You fire 
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the 4 machine guns when you press the trigger 
on the rear of the wheel with your index finger. 
You fire the cannon by pressing the triuer on 
the front 01· top of the wheel with your thumb. 
A small motion picture camera is synchronized 
with the guns. 
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To Fire the Machine Guns and Cannon 

1. Set camera-combat .switch to COMBAT. 
2, Squeeze the machine gun or cannon tri1111er 

as desired. 
In later P-38 series, the cannon Is 6.red at 

the same time a:i the machine guns. Both oper
ate off the machine gun trigger button. The 
former cannon trigger 'button is used to release 
drop tanks and bombs and to fire rockets. 

Rack ah 

The development of high velocity aircraft 
rockets has greatly increased the destructive 
capacity of t.l)e P-38. Self-propelllng, the mis
siles have no recoil and consequently are 
launched without danger of damn11e to the air
plane's struciure. 

Later P-38 series have "Christmas Tree" type 
rocket racks under each outer wing panel. Each 
rack carries five 5-inch rockets supported by 
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two attachments at nose and tail. The forward 
attachment contains an arming solenoid and 
supports the rocket by means of a forward
openin.g slot which engages a Jug on the rocket. 
A safety-wired latch on the aft a ttachment re
strains the rocket from slipping forward and 
falling off. When the rocket is fired, its forward 
thrust shears the safety wire, allowing it to 
shoot forward from the attachments. 

Operatlqn 

A rocket release control bo.x on the left win
dow sill has a rocket selector switch, an arming 
switch, and a, reset knob. The selector switch 
positions, AUTO and SINCLE, determine how 
the rockets are to be fired. Set to AUTO, the 
rockets fire automatically at one tenth second 
Intervals. Set to SINGLE, a pair 0£ rockets are 
fired $imultaneously; one from each rack. 
Note: T)le normal combat Installation is -set to 
fire the rockets in pairs. Puctice installations 
are arranged to fire the rockets one at a time. 

The arming switch energizes solenoids in 
each rocket support permitting you to arm the 
rockets for either DELAYED or INSTAl'ITA
NEOUS action. There is no SAFE position. 

The reset knob can be set to fire as many 
rockets up to ten as desired. With the selector 
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switch in AUTOMATIC, all rockets be1ow the 
setting chosen on the reset knob can be :re
tained. That is, numbe.rs l and 2 won't fire if the 
r.eset knob is set at 3. On SINGLE firing, the 
reset knob automatically moves to the next 
position as each pair of rockets is fired. 

'the rockets are launched by igniting the pro
pellant -chuge in the J;>ody of the rocket. The 
ign;tlon of this charge is controlled by the trig
ger button on the control wheel; the same .trig
ger which releases the bomb~. A bomb-rocket 
selector switch on ihe control column switch 
box mu~t be fo,:rward in the :flOCKJ!;'r. posltlon 
before the' rockets ean be fued. 

'!'Pe procedw·e· for .firmg 'rockets iS as fOllows: 
~ . . ' .. , . 

' . ~ ' 
•'1, .. 

0 0 

t 
ROC,ETS CAMERA 

' ct>OFF 
BOMB GUNS& 

CAMERA 

0 0 

1. Place bomb-rocket SWitch in ROCKET 
position: 

TOBE U . RX~ 
FIRED 

2. TUrn reset knob to 1. 
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3. Plac.e arming switch to DELAY or IN
STANTANEOUS, as desired. 

4. To fire the rockets in pairs, place rocket 
selector switch to ~.INGLE ;md press the trig
ger button, once for e11ch pair of rockets. 

5. To fire the rockets in train, plaee i;ock.et 
selector switch to AUTO and h0ld the trigger 
buttim down. 411 ten rGCkets will be fired jn 
about one secQnd. · • 
Roc!<e~ canriot )>e jettisoned o• _release!! ill a 

safe condition like bombs. The base fuu will . . " . .. ·. 
always Cletonate the r6cket after in1pacl. Thete-
fore, if. an emergency situation (an anilclpated 
belly Ian.ding) makes it desirable for you to get 
rid of the rockets, use good jlldgment iD. doing 
so. Fil;e them irlto types oJ terrain, or -into 
water, where tile res'ultant eXploslon will not 
.endanger human lives. -
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The Optical Gunslght 

Tum the airplane master switch and the gun
sicht rheostat ON. Adjust the brilliance of the 
reflection as desired. 

Some sights have a sunshade. The sunshade 
is kept in a box over the fuel cocks. You can 
install it on top of the sight reflector when 
necessary. 

The Gun Camera 

The camera operates automatically when 
the cannon and machine guns are fired. If you 
want to use only the camera without firing the 
guns, set the camera-combat switch to CAM-
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ERA and squeeze trigger button. The camera is 
in the nose and slightl,y below the guns. The 
camera on the P-38L and late P-3SJ series ts 
under the lelt wing in the drop tank sbackle
housing. 

Gun Heat 

Armament and camera compartment beat ts 
supplied by an intensifier tu~ connected to the 
le.ft engine exhaust. The control is on the lelt 
windshield support on early airplanes. On later 
airplanes the lelt engine beat has been diverted 
to the cockpit and the armament is electrically 

' heated. E lectric gun beaters are turned on by a 
switch on the main switch box. 

CAMERA EQUIPMENT OF THE F·S 

The photo-reconnaissance version of the P-38 
Lightning, Jtnown as the F-5, has no armament. 
Three ty.pei;, oJ cameras used ln six different 
arrangements replace all the guns. 

One camera, used for mapping, can photo
graph an area 8 miles by 8 miles from an alti
tude of 30,000 feet. One film magnz.ine takes 
about 180 photographs, each 9" x 9• in size. 
Every phqtograph overlaps the previous one, 
mapping. a cont.inuou.s strip of territory 8 miles 
wide and 540 miles long. The usual photo
graphic "strip" is seldom made over 20 miles 
long because most targets are single pin points 
which ne<>d no more than a,pair of overlapping 
photographs. Theso pairs are called "stereo
pairs" and are studied by trained photo inter· 
preters who are able to measure the relative 
helcht, length and width of objects in the photo
graphs. 

For detailed interpretation two other types of 
cameras are used. They take a photograph from 
30,000 feet which covers an area as small as a 
mile and a half wide. From these photographs, 
Interpreters are able to count railroad ties or 
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Identify aircraft even when partially camou· 
flaged. 'l'l>ese cameras are used when extreme 
deta.il 'is needed as l.n iocatinti gun positions and 
~adar installations wbel) only the general posi
tion of the targets is known. 

A tri-metroeon arrangement uses three cam· 
eras which photograph the area from horizon to 
horizon. These are plotted and used to make 
maps. One F -5 can map a strip of territory 20 
miles wide from 20,000 feet or 30 miles wide 
from 30,000 feet. By a series of parallel filght 
paths compilation units are able to make the 
pbotograplu into accurate maps. 

The cameras operate electrically and are re· 
motely controlled by a series of switch.es in tho 
cockpit . Blinker lights indicate when the 
cameras are operating, Later F-5 series have a 
warning light which Bashes a few seconds be
fore an exposure ts going to be made. This al
lows you to bank the airplane to l~ok around 
and then level your wings in time to make an 
exposure. Photographs can be taken automatic
ally by switching on an interyalometer set for 
any given interval between exposures. 
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LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
Landing Ught 

P-38 Series Through P-38J-15 

A retractable landing light is under the left 
wing. You control it by a 3-position toggle 
switch on the main switch box. Some P-38 
series have two landing lights. 

With the landing J.ight switch jn the 0r'1 posi· 
tion, the light extends and turns on. Place the 
switch in the RETRACT position to retract the 
lighi and tum It off. Leave the landing light 
switch in the OFF positi.on when not in use. 

Extend the landing light at an airspeed of not 
more than 140 mph. 

Aileron, Nibble 

When the landing light is extended, it dis
turbs the airflow over the aileron. This causes 
an aileron nibble which you feel in the control 
column. The vibration increases with an in· 
crease of airspeed. Don't be alatmed. There is 
no change in flight characteristics. To stop the 
vibration, retract the light or 1·educe speed. 

P-38J-20 Throu1h P-38L-5 

The landin& light is In the leadin11 ed&e of the 
left wing and ls turned on or off by a 2-position 
toggle switch. 

Recognition Llghu 

Three recognition lights, red, green, and am
ber, are on the underside of the gondola. On 
some airplanes a white recognition light is be
hind the pilot's compartment on the radio 
equipment. These lights are used as an aid in 
night formation ftying, Ior signals, and, in com· 
bat, for identification. 

The four recognition lights a.re controlled by 
switches on n control box on the righthand side 
of the cockpit. The control box Is labeled LITE. 
The switches have 3 positions: OFF, STEADY, 
and KEY. To tum the lights on, place the 
switches in the STEADY position. When the 
switches are in the KEY position, you m.u~ 
press the button on the top of the control box 
t~ turn the lights on. Use the KEY position for 
code o.r flash signaling. 
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Do not operate the colored recognition lights 
for more than 10 seconds on the gtound. The 
lmlrof the lights will burn thro,ugh the plastic 
lenses. 

Po1ltlon Light• 

You control them by switches on the main 
switch box. BRlGHT, DIM, and OFF p"lllltlons 
are provided. 

Cockpit Lights 

You control them by a rheostat on the main 
switch box and a switch on the lights them
selves. 

Fluore1cent Instrument Lights 

They are mounted b<:hlnd tl)e control col· 
umn nnd t utned on by a rheostat dn the main 
switch box. Regulate the light intensity by 
twisting the ends of the lighting unit. 

Spotlight 

It is normally on the left ·windshield sup
port. An alternate position is provided, over the 
fuel tank selector valves. The spotlight switch 
Is on the light, and you can foeus the be~m by 
sliding the screw head forward and aft in its 
slot. 

RETRACTABLE LADDER 
The P-38 bas a retractable ladder on the rear 

of the gondola. To lower the la.dder: 
1. Push the uplock release. 
2. Raise the handle t.o a vertical position. 
3. Force the handle down until the ladder 

locks in the down position. 

To Retract ttie Lodder 

l. Push the downlock release. 
2. Pull the handle straight up until the lad

der st.ows in place. 
3. Swing the handle forward until it is Bush 

with the gondola contour and press firmly into 
place. 

Always use the retnctable ladder to get up 
on the wing. On later airplanes, a Bush hinged 
handhold is built into the left s~cle of the fuse
la1e. 
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VISUAL INS PECTION CHECK 
Mnke a complete visual inspectlon of t11e air· 

plane. 
Try to be out to your airplane at least a half· 

hour before scheduled takeoff time. This en
ables you 1lr give the airplane a thorough check 
and discuss with your crew chief what repairs 
or changes have been made. 

Check the following 

1. Pitot cover removed. 
2. Wheels blocked and tires properly inflated. 
3. Oleo struts-main wheels extended 2Y.i to 

4 Inches. Nosewheel extended 4 to 6 inches. 
4. Direction of no.sewheel. 
5. Cowli.ng fasteners secure. 
6. Obstructions close to airplane; tool J~lts, 

other aircraft, etc. 
Tip: Inspect the baggage compartment in the 

richt boom before each flight. Too much weicht 
in the baggage compartment can cause a tail· 
heavy condition and put your plane out of trim. 
Note: The P-38 with full complement of guns, 
ammunition, and fuel (including drop tanks or 
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bombs) has a center of gravity within the pei:.·· 
missible range. 

7. FUel tanks full and caps secure. 
To get up on the wln11, always use the re

tractable ladder on the rear of the gondola. 
8. Check clearance between dive fillets and 

windows. Maximum aUowable is 3/ 16 inch. If 
a plastic seal strip is on the lower part of the 
window, the dive fillet is flush with the strip. 

Tip: The weight of a few men on the 
horizontal stobili:r.er will lift the nose
wheel off the ground ond straighten it. 

a lit 
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PREFLIGHT CHECK 

Spend as much time as you can with your 
ground crew. Learn how tbey perform a pre
flight inspection, a.nd become confident that 
you can do it yourself. Thett may be occasions 
wben you will land at a stran1e base and find 
there are no mechanics who know bow to pre-
6i1ht your P-38. You will have to perform the 
prefli1ht before you can take off. Ask your 
crew chief to show you how to make this check: 

1. Bleed the turbo-superc,hargeJ: balance 
lines to insure proper performance of tl;ie su
perchargers. The petcocks for this ' operation 
are in the main wheel wells. Screw peicock in 
and allow water to drain. Then screw it out 
again and re-safety. 

2. Drain the fuel strainers, wblch are under 
the center portion of the gondola. Remove the 
recognition light panel and drain about a pint 
of gasoline from the four petcocks. Then close 
and re-safety. 

3. Check the supercharger wastegate for 
' 

freedom of movement. It's behind the turbo
wheel. 

4. Examine turbo wheel for elongated buck
ets and cracks. 

5. Check to be sure you have sufficient fuel, 
oll, coolant, and hydraulic fluid. The oil tanks 
are outboard of the engine nacelles near the 
leading edge of the wing. Fill to approximately 
4 inches from the top. The hydraulic fluid reser
voir is on top of the gondola and behind the 
canopy. Fill to the strainer and turn purola•,or 
filter two revolutions. 

6. Pull tbe propellers through at least 9 
blades. . 

7. Make a complete visual check of the air-
,Pl&l;IC.' . 

8. Start 'the left' ehgllle and check the hy
draulic pump operation by lowering and rais
ing the 6aps. Note the time the operation takes. 

9. Start the right engine and check right hy
draulic pump by lowering and raising Baps. 
This operation with both e11gines running re
quires approximately haU the time it takes with 

' one engine. 
10. '.('est feather iw,itch~s. Do n.ot allo.,,; the 

propellers to feather completely. 
11. Test all warning lights. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

FUIL 

Specification AN-VV-P-781 (Amendment No. 5 
or better>. AN-F-28, or AN-F-29 (Grode JOO 
Fuel). AN-F-26 (Grade 91 Fuel; re fer lo t . 0 . No. 
02-1-38 and 02-5A-66A). 

INGINE OIL 

Specification AN-VV-0-446, Grade l 120. For 
cold w eather operation, Grade l1 OOA .. 
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SUPERCHARGER OIL 

Specification AN·VV-0-<446, Grade 1065. 

COOLANT 

Specification AN-E-2 (Ethylene Glycol-Inhib
ited w ith NaMIT). 

HYDRAULIC FLUID 

Speciflcatic)n AN-VV·0-366. 
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COCKPIT CH ECK 
l. Check the Form lA. Discuss it thoroughly 

with your· crew chief. ·: 
2. Secure parachute, shoulder harness, and 

safety belt. Adjust the seat by lifting the small 
lever 011 the right side of the seat. After you 
have adjusted the seat and released the lever . ' check to"'make sure the seat is firmly locked in 
th-e new position. 

Important: Don't wear the shoulder harness ·if 
you can't reach all the controls when It is on 
and unlocked, except in preparation for an 
emergency landing. 

" " Notice lo pllot1 with short legs: Use cushions 
to ploce you well forward in the ' cockpit. This 
will g ive you full rudder control. 

3. Connect h~ad set and adjust thro~t mike; 
look to see that mike jack is in place. 

4. Close the canopy and make sure it is 
locked. 

Check to be sure that both catches of the 
canopy overlap and that the rear pins are se
curely in position. 

5. Check for free movement of the f!Jght con
trols to the extremities of their operating range. 

Adjust _rudder pedals for correct leg length 
by means of the spring-loaded levers on the 
pedals. 

6. See that control lock is in place. 
7. Adjust trim tabs to proper setting-rudder 

and aileron neutral, elevator 3° back. · 
8. Fuel sel~tors lo RF.sERVE. (Set fuel se

lectors by '*ck and feel.) 
9. Crossfeed switch OFF. (Crossfeed switch 

is replaced by cross suction position of the tank 
selector valves on later airplanes.) 
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10. Fuel booster pumps OFF. 
11. Turn bomb aelector switches ON and 

arming switch to SAFE. 
This is a must when carrying drop tanks or . 

bombs so that you can get rid of them quickly if 
an engine fails on takeoff. 

12. Crack throttles. 
13. Propeller control governors full forward 

in takeoff position. 
14. Propeller selector switches AUTO-

MATIC. 
15. Mixture controls in IDLE CUT-OFF 
16. Carburetor 

0

air filter lever as required. 
17. Propeller circuit breakers ON. 
18. Propeller feathering switches in NOR-

MAL. 
19. Set clock and alli.ro:eter. 
20. Oxygen pressure 400 to 450 psi. 
21. Gun switch OFF. 
22. Wing flaps up and flap control lever in 

CLOSED position. 
23. Aileron boost ON. 
24. Radio OFF. 
25. Test auxiliary hand hydraulic pump. 

. 

A DDITIONAL CHECK FOR 

NIGHT FLYING 

1. londing fights (not more than 5 
seconds with engines not running). 

2 . Recognition lights (not more than 
10 Hconds on the g round). 

3 . Cockpit lights. 

4. Fluorescent lights. 

5 . Position lights. 

6. Spotlight. 

. 
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STA:R.TING ENG INES 

Ther<! are no engi'ne fire extinguisherg in the 
P-38. Reduce the possibility of fire by adhering 
strictly to the follc>wing information concerning 

. the use of the mixture controls. 

. If a fire occurs while you 're starting an en
gine, im~dlately return the mixture control 
to !OLE CUT-OFF .and .advance the -tbro~tle. 
Turn llie fuel selector valve and booster pump 
OFF.·If the fire continues, keep the e,ngine turn
ing oYer with the engaging switch. 

' If your battery power is not sufficient for 
starting, use !he inertia hand crank Ol' an ex· 
lernal energizer. 

Be sure you are ready to go before starting 
the ~gines, for they overheat rapidly. Always 
start the left engine first. 

' . 
l. Baltery and ignition switches ON. 
Use a battery cart if available. If you do use 

one, do not turn battery switch OQ until aHer 
you'"e started the engines. 

2. Turn generator S'-"'itch(es) ON. 
3. Turn booster purnp ON. 
4. Prime the engines, Cold engines require 

more prime than warm engines. 
5. ENERGIZE engin~. 
6. ENGAGE the starter. Hold it until the 

engine definitely fu:es. 
7. When the engine definitely fires., aC)vance 

the mi.xture control to AUTO RICH. 
Important: If the engine dies, immediately re
turn the mi.xture control to IDLE CUT-OFF. 

8. Idle the engine at 10()0 rpm~a hove vibra-
tion and fouling point. ' 

~ow, start the right engine in the same man
ner. 

Stop the engines if the oil pressure does not 
register ~ithin 30 seconds. 
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After Both .Engines Are Running Smoothly: 

1. Turn the ,,.afilo ·ON and tune to proper 
frequency. 

2. Inverter switch (or compass ·switch on 
s~vitch box,) ON. 

3. Coolant and oil shutters in AUTO-
MATIC (0FF). 

4. Intercooler shutte;s 'OPEN (l.f installed) . 
5. Check gu~.ight light'. 
.6. Push button to test turbo or fuel warn'ing 

light (if' installed). 
7. Clieck foel ql!antity gages. 
8. Uncage gyro irlstruroents. 

Engine Warm-up 

The e,ngine warm-up is comparable" to. the 
-iew turns you mal<e aro.und the track befa~e 
you really start to run. ·"'" 

I . 

Don't exceed HOO rpm "unti.l minimum tem
p.eratures and pressures have been reached
·ou ·temperatt.ife at least 40°C, and oil pressure 
between the red lines (approximately 75 psi). 

.Oil pressure may be high ii -the engines are 
cold.and-low lf the engines are hot. Don't leave 
the line •Until the oil pressure is within the r~d 
line limits. 1 

Other temperature and pressure.s are: 
Coolant tempe{ature- at least ·ss~ c. 
Fuel' pr~ssur'e-beh~e~ i6 and ·1s psi. 
Hydraulic pressure-between 1100 and 1400 

psi. 

:After the above minimum temperatU.res and 
ptessttres ar1> -T~ached-, place the ei>olant and oil 
shutters in. the fuU,•operi positi<:\n. This he1ps :to 
prevent the engme~ from ov.er-heatmg. .' . 

CHECK THAT THE MIX ·TURE CONTROLS 
' . .. . . ,, .. ' )} 

AR·E IN AUTO RICH• THE AUTO' LEAN Ml'XTUR.E POSITION 

JS NEY·ER USED FOR .AN:Y G'OUND 00PE.R4Tl9 N. · 

,, 

--
-- -- --
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TAXI TECH·N IQUE 
The airplane taxis easily. There is no danger 

of a nose-over or a groundloop if you i\nd you 
must turn sharply or apply full bral<es. You 
h;lVe unobstructed vision because the aitj>lane 
is in a level attit.ude an<;l you are surrounded 
by plexiglas. 

if:~ 
THERE IS NO EXCUSE FOR A TAXI ACCIDENT 

TAXI PROCEDURE 
. Be sure your crew chief and all other J11em
beriS of the 'gro0nd crew are clear o~ fhe air
plane before -you s~ to taxL :Your j 0b 'is to 
kill the enemy, not ~our friends. .. 

1. Establish proper radio contact before leav
ing' the line. 

RES T RICTE D 

{Have forward motion before tuming.) 
2. Look out both sides and in front. 
3. Taxi slowly. 
(Always keep your brakes pumped up.) 
4. Br.ake intei:mittently, net continuously. 

Donlt ride the brakes. · 
5. Turn slow and wide. A sharp tu.i:n .causes 

stress o,; the nosewheel. 
6. Keep your hand on ·the throttles and your 

feet on the rudder pedals at all times. . 
7. Stay on the ta:xi strip. The. f.'·38 -is a heavy 

airplane and. Will bog down in the ·so.ft earth-
, I . • ' ' ·. . 

an easy way to snap a JlO$ewheel. ,, 
8. Stop at a 45° angle to the runway so that 

you have good rear and forward vision. 
9. ,Be ~ure itJs ,clear.hehind you before you 

run~ up !,Ile eng:ines. Be b<i'.th a pilot ' and ·a gen-
tleman. , 

10. Test br'~kes in ta'ltiing out. If either or 
both bralj:es are, weak, return to the line. 

. ' . ~ l ., . 

HOW TO HOLD AND USE T.0£ BRAKES 

WRONG 
WITH YOUR HULS ON THE' CROSSBARS OP 
THE RUDDER PEDA1S, YOU ·PUMp· AND HOLD 
·THE BRAKES WITH ANKLE ACTIOf'I, THIS WAY 
YOU Tlltf EASILY ANO IT IS DIFFICULT TO HOLD 
THE AIRPLANE WiTH !RAKES WHEN RUNNING 
UP THE ENGINES, 

.. 

•c .. . . .. ~ .,. 
,k,' IUGHT ;.. · 

, ~ • ' ,)• ! 

,;. • WITH lOUR HERS, ON. THE ·PEDAi$, ABOVE 
• .. Tll,E ,,~ODER CROSSB,A,~S .. '(0 \1 - .UMP AND 
, , HOLD THE BRAKES WlTM LtG 'ACTION. THIS 

.:· r'~ W~Y YOU CAN )(E~{p THt 'AtRPLANE ·FROM 
ROLi.iNG WHEN YOU RUN UP FOR AN ENGINE 
CHECK Ot! TO TAKf OFF. 
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BEFO'RE TAKEOFF 
This is the time when you can find out what 

you want to know about your airplane. Don' t 
be in a hurry to take off. A little extra time 
before takeoff can save you a lot of trouble 
after you are in ihe air. 

Here is the check you make before takeoff. 
Follow It closely! 

1 
1. Salety belt locked. Sl\oulder harness on 

and unlocked. 
2. Canopy locked and side windows closed 

with ratchets ON. 
3. Rudder and aileron tabs at 0. 
4. Elevator trim tab 0° to 3° back (this re

lieves pressure on control column). 

The windows slide down if ratchets ore not 
ON. If a side window i_s even partially liown on 
takeoff ii causes the tail section to buffet. 

' 
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5. Fuel selectors on RESERVE. 
6. Electric fuel booster pumps ON. 
7. Drop tank selector switches ON and ann-

ing switch SAFE. 
8. Propeller governor controls full forward. 
9. P ropeller selector switches AUTOMATIC. 
10. Tighten friction control. 
11. Mixture control AUTO RICH. 
12. Set gyro flight instniments. Check gage 

for apptoximl\tely 4 • of vacuum. 
13. Generator swit.ch(es) ON. 
14. ·Oil and coolant shutters AUTOMATIC. 
15. lntercooler flaps OPEN. (If installed.) 
16. Dive flaps UP. 
17. Wing flaps up anq control handle in 

CLOSED. 
18. Aileron boost ON. Tum control wheel to 

full travel ib both directions. Do this a couple of 
times to be sure the aileron boost control is 
working properly. 
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Now you are ready to check 
your englnes: 

It is far better to know what condition the 
engines are in before takeoff than to wait until 
you are off the ground. Remember, you're the 
fellow who is going to fly this airplane. Be con
fident that it is operating properly. 

Check the direction of the nosewheel by look
ln" at the polished area on the \nside of the 
engine nacelles. See that it is straight before 
you run up the ·engines. 

When you are ready for the run-up check, 
apply the powe1· smoothly. 

RUN-UP CHECK 
Pump the brakes so you can bold the airplane 

and then check both engines, one at a time, in 
the following manner: 

1. Check the magnetos at :!300 rpm. Tl there 
is a drop of more than 100 rpm, return to the 
!in~. 

' t ! , 

Caution: Check the magnetos wilh 
the propeller switches in AUTO
.MATIC and not in the selective 
FIXED PITCH. This eliminates the 
danger of forgetting to return the 
switches to AUTOMATIC. A takeoff 
with propellers in selective FIXED 
PITCH.causes them to overspeed. 

2. Propeller governors in full forward tak&
off position. 

3. ~t 2300 rpm, pull the gQvernor back until 
you get a reduction of 200 rp;,.. 

4. Return the governor to the full-forward 
takeoff position, noting that it again attains 
2300 rpm. lf it does, the propeller is operating 
properly and ready for flight. 

5. Check voltmeter for 28 volts and ammeter 
charging below 50 amps. · 

MAINTAIN AT LEAST 1200 RPM 

TO KEEP THE SPARK PLUGS FROM FOULING 
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CHECK DIRECTION OF NOSEWHEEL 
IN POLISHED AREA ON NACELLES 
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J·AIEOFF 
Roll tl:ie airplane a few feet.doW?l the.xunwtiy 

,so tha.t the nosewheel will be in line when 
you apply power. Check its direction by means 
of the polished area on the inside of the engine 
nacelles. ~ _ Ji :,;r.1-.:.. 

No-flap takeoff~ are ·pr~fefred because you 
reach mini.mum single engine petformance .all'
·•peed more °rapidly this "fRY than when you use 
flaps. 

For maXimum perfornlahce takeoffs, hold the 
·airplane with brakes at the end of the runway 
until allowable takeoff manifold pressure and 
;rp:iµ have ·been re11c-hed. Then release the .• ' ' -1t . . 
bi:akes. Thill· 'fay, the superchargers ~e . in 
operation 'before you start your roll. AlSo, ·yoil 
have ample time.tQ sfop within the limits of 'the 
field.in case of an"ern!'rgency. • . . 

P-38 TAKEO'FFS 

R E-5 TR J-C T·E·D 

:·The tricycle laniiil;}g gear ·gives the"airplane 
11- leyel flight attitude on the ground. During 
your· roll down the runway, the wings offer a 
neg,..µve angle ·ef a'ttack and there is 'no tend
ency fot .the airplane to take off by itseli. You 
will notice that ' there is no 'feeling of lightness 
as·you reach •takeoff speed. The airplane liter
ally has to be lifted·i;ff ,the ground.':At 80 mph 
ease the· wheel -back ·sre,.dily and 'firmly. At 
100 mph the ai.rplane become'.;; airoo.rne. 

When you are certain you aFe airborne, ie,
tract 'the landing gear.' The landing gear offers 
considerable drag When it is down. With the 
gear up, you quick!; reach t!l~ niinimum sin-· 

" gle engine airSpeed of: 130 inph:' · 
Keep your hal)d on\thl. lhTo);tles so that y~u 

can. m~et any ei:ne;gency instantly. , 

TH E fO,LL~WING .FIG.URE~ ARE APPROXIM~~E ~NO VAltY WITH WEIGH,T AND ·'!!tNp, C.ONDl'TIONS. 
euT IN All INST:.\N CES, TA KEOFFS WITH <Jl lCOMME NDED MA NIFOlO PR fSSURI ANO 1R'PM (1 BElOW> 
REOUCIS lHE GROUND RUN AND THE CRJllCAL TIMf iMMfOIATELY AFtE~ BICOMIN:G AIRilO'RNE 
UNTIL YOU REA.CH SAFl .SINGLE ENGINE AIRSPtEO. 

A 
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0 PER AT I llG DATA 

GRADE 100 FUEL 

P-31H, P-31J and P-38l 
V-1710.19 and V-1710.91 engines. MANIFOLD 
V-1710.111 anCI V-1710.113 engines. PR.ESSUllE 

Military Takeoff Power ' 
,. .54" 

-
Normal Rated 44" 

Maximum recommended for opero.tion whh 
AUTO RICH mixture in level fl ight and climb. 

' 

Moximum Crvi14 30" 
Maximum recommended for. oper.ation with . 

'l .• ~ " ' v. + 

AUTO LEAN. mi;xture. "' 1 :' ' ' 
' ' . . 

P38 J & l POWER SETIING CHART 
USE WITH ANF 28 FUEL MAX c :A.T. 60°C 

' .. 

w >-
IX IX 
::> ::> 50 
VI u 
VI IX w w 
IX ~ 0.. 
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0 VI "'- w 
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1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 

ENGINE RPM 
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After takeoff, establish desired climbing 
manifold and rpm settings. 

11.iake f:requent checks on the temperatures 
and pressures to be sur~ you have proper auto
matic operation. 

Your most efficient climbing sp~ed is be
tw~ 155 mph and 175 mph. Try to keep the 
airspeed at·I65 mph IAS. 

You need little or no trim for rudder and 
aileron, but save you.r strength and relieve that 
nose heaviness with <the elevator trim tab. 

After you have established a normal climb, 
tum the electric fuel booster pumps OFF. 

lmportont: If you are going to altitude, you must 
tum the electric booster pumps on again at 
approximately 12,000 feet. 

CRUISE 
Watch your gasoline supply carefully. Fly 

for the first 15 minutes on RES (reserve). Time 
each tank. Don't depend entirely upon the fuel 
quantity gages. 

You will find the airplane trims easily and 
files hands off. 

Make it a habit frequently to check all the 
engine instruments for proper reading. After 
a while, you will be able to,.read all the instru
~ents at a brief glance. 

Learn to keep your head out of the cockpit 
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STALLS 
In either power-on or power-off stalls with 

flaps and landing gear up, the airplane mushes 
straight ahead ln a well controlled stall With 
Baps and gear down, there is a slight tendency 
for one wing to drop. Under these condition$, 
the nose drops slightly- and, as the airspeed in
creases, the wing comes up. There is little tend
ency to spin or whip of!' on one wing. 

There is a noticeable vibration as you ap
proach the stalling speed. The center section 
stalls first while the ailerons remain unst.alled 
and effective. With power on there is excellent 
rudder control. 

Practice stalls so that youJcnow the feel of 
the controls near the stall and the indicated 

, stalling' speed of your airplane. 
Wit.Ii P<>wcr off, the P-38 stalls at approxi

mately the following fndicated airspeeds at the 
JlrOSS weights noted: 

Flaps and gear up 

15,0QO lbs. 17,000 lbs. 19,000 lbs. 

94mph 100 mph 105 mph 

Flaps and gear dawn 

15,000 lbs. 17,000 lbs. 19,000 lbs. 

69mph 74mph 78 mph 

RAPSANOGEAR DOWN - POWER OFF 

RAPS AND GEAR DOWN - POWER ON 
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1. SnaP, roll,!. 1 
2. Continuous inverted flight. 
3. Don't exceed 3.S negative G's. Ex

cessive G's, as in invert<id flight, ,cause the 
oil to leave the bottom of the crapkcase, 
preventing sufficient lubrication from 
reaching the bearings. · 

4. Take extreme care during aerobatic 

.. 
0 

i 
•G 

~ • G 
c ---- 2G 

SPUD HI M.P.ll INDlt'AfED
0 

OUTSIDE OF ASOVE UMITS IUFFETING AND 
DIVE TENDENCY, MAY IE f~PECTED. IF EX· 
llftl!NCEO. llDUCE ACCHEUTION 01 SPEED. 

Thi$ has been designed to replace 

the obove. placard. The IAS red line ot 

20,000 feel has been changed ond TAS 

is included lo give you on estimate of 

yo~~ octuol 
0

9round speed. The 'reo•on 

for these changes ore mawn in the 

chort on page 76. 

A 

-
maneuvers which require a downward re-
covery (split S) , Twelve thousand feet in "· 1 

a P-38 isn't hlah. 
5. Never deliberately spin the P-38 be

low 15,000 feet above the ground. 
· 6. Don't exceed the lAS at the different 
altitudes as given on the DIVE LIM.ITS 
placard P<>sted ln the coekpit. 

.... 

• . ' 
In early P-38 series, this placard is 

on the left side of the cockpit between 

the electric: drop tank release box and 

the engine conrral stand. In later air

plane• it Is on the horizontal arm of the 

control column. It is there for your 

refer.enc.. 

\ 

l>IVE LIMITS . ' 
l 20,000 

' I 
T 
u 
0 
( 

20.000 

f 10 
I 
( 

T 
200 2SO 300 ~so •oo 

SPiit> , ... , . IL INDK:A rto 
IUlllllNG AHO DIV( TIHDl:N(Y ll"'°lN(.10 WHEN 
UCUDIHG UOVl LIMITS MAJ If HDUClD tY UTIND
llK OIV( tlCOVHY fl.OS. 

., 
00 NOT lXCllD P'UOID uarrs MOit TH.AN " .. , . ... 
WITH OIY( U (OVUY rurs (XT[ND(O. 
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DIVES 

In v.11 high speed aircraft, particularly the 
P-38, you encounter a serious acceleration 
problem. 

Previously you have Bown airplanes that had 
a comparatively low tenninal velocity and did 
not accelerate above a.certain speed. 

This Is out probl~m: In high s~ed dives, the 
bck of resistance, due to the clean lines of·the 
airplane, causes a tremendous acceleration if 
gravity is allowed to ~xert it.s full influence. As 
you npproach the critical airspeed, the airplane 
becomes nosebcavy and starts to buffet as if 
you were about to stall. Therefore, it is very 
foolhardy to point the P-38 straight down for 
any len.gtb of time. Addi.Tig lo this problem .of 
acceleration is the problem of time required 
'and space nece$$8ry to pull out of the dive and 
regain straight and level flight. 

In your flying experience you have become 
aware 0£ the !utility of trying to recover from 
a stall by holding the stick back. The same sit
uation exists here. In a. high speed dive, only a 
few 0 '8 cause the airplane to buffet. 

When it is necessary lo point down, reduce 
power and enter the «live "t a low airspeed. 

. '• 

. 
' 
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CAUTION 

Manifold ptassure must be kept a t or 

·a bove 20" Hg d uring oxtanded sha l· 

low dives in order to prevent the 
engines from mi.sf'iring w·hen you ad

vance the throttle• after the pullout 

from the dive. 

. 

. 

. 

Nor~al Dive Rec ove ry 

If you have allowed yourself to build up ex
cessive airspeed in a dive, follow th.is recom
mended proeedure for r~overy: 

I. Pull back the throttles (if you haven't 
already done so). 

2. Apply sufficient back pressure until you 
feel a sllshl nibble In the wheel Any further 
pressure cause~ the airplane to buffet and de
feats your pOrpo~e of trying to pull out. 

3. Use only a few degrees of elevator trim 
tab to help you. 

ea~: USE THE ELEVATOR TAB WITH EXTREME CARE. 

TOO MUCH TRIM CAUSES A TAIL-HEAVY CONDITION. 
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Relatlonshlp o f Airspee d and Alt it ud e 
The maximum safe ail'.Speeds ior the P-38 at 

different altitudes are given in the accompany
ina chart. Notice in the chart that the airspeeds 
are given ln terms of L'l.S {indicated airspeed) 
and TAS (true airspeed)> Notice also how 
greatly these two figures differ. At 31>,000 feet, 
for example, 300 mph IAS means you are ac
tually traveling 480 mph TAS. A go0d rule of 
thuml;> to romeml;>er in ,making this airspeed 
correction is: . ' . , 

Increase 1AS 2% per 1000 feet. This is t,he 
wa,y it works out in the above example: 2% for 
each 1000 feet in 30,000 feet is 60%; 60% of 300 
!AS is 180 mph; add 300 and 180 mph and you 
have 480 mph TAS. 

The red line on the airspeed indicator of the 
P-38 is placed at 420 mph. That does not mean 
420 mph IAS at any altitude. That is simply the 
speed at which the load on the wings and other 
structural parts reaches the maximum they are 
designed to carry. 

J601AS-46DTAS • -

4201AS-4&0TAS ; -

t•u t -
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Notice in the chart that above 10,000 feet the 
indicated red line Is less than 420 mph IAS and 
contmues to decrease with an increase of alti
tude. At 30,000 feet, your safe maximum IAS 
is 290 mph. 

In other words, the red line is not a fixed 
figul'e, but a variable figure:.variable with alti
tude. The higher you go, the lower the maxi
mum allowable IAS. 
, Many pilots fail to reall~e this great differ

ence between IAS and TAS at high altitudes. 
Don't be fo<1led. Study these figures carefully. 
Never exceed these airspeeds. ' 

In the case of high speed fighter planes, a new 
factor entei:s the picture which makes diving 
unsafe at high altitudes Jone before the usual 
red line is reached. This new factor Is com
pressibility. It is the reason for the variable 
red-line speed as given in the chart. 

Another rule of thumb in correcting !AS to 
TAS is: Add 5 mph per 10()0 feet to IAS to get 
TAS. 
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COM PR·ESSI Bl LITY 

I "i 

Since .ex:t~emely high airplane speeds have 
been developed only ili recent years,< the.-p~e
nomenon of compressibility is still p.i;:etty milch. 
of a· mys.tel·y. Scientists and engine~rs· kriow 
comparatively little ab~ut it and dive tests are 
still being run to prove or disprove the many 

• theories about it. Here we attempt to give you 
a pilot's explanation about compressibility in a 
P-38; one that will help you understand this 
phenomenon and impress upon you the im
porhmce of avoiding it, 

About all th.at is known for certain is th.is. 
When an airplane ·approaches 'the speed of 
sound, it loses its efficiency. Compression waves 

• or sh9ck waves develop on the·wings and other 
surfaces of the airplane. 

Although there is a great deal of disagree
ment as to }Vhat happens when com:pressibility 
is reached, and why, there is no question as to 
the r e.'1Ult, so far as the pilot is concerned. 

·The lift characteristics ot the airplane are 
greatly reduced and the stability, control, and 
trim are affected. 

Each type high speed fighter plane has its 
own individual compressibility characteristics. 
In .Y.01.1r P-38, the first effect as you approach 
compressibility is that the airplane becomes 
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noseheavy. The control \vheel moves forward 
iµid ~ecom.es increasingly difficult to pull .back . . 
At this stage, an uncontrollable: 'buffeting and 

' vibrating develops. If the speed of the airplane • 
isn't checked and control regained, it is pos
sible that' the terrific vibrations of the shock 
waves may cause •structura1 ;failure, or tb:e air
plane may crash while"still in· the comprew
bility dive. 

·I ..,~.'~ 

Relotlonslilp of Compre.1lblllty 
to the ~peed o.f Sound .. • 

Under · standard temperature ·and atmos
pheric condition~, the speed of sound at .sea 
level is 76Q...mph .. An ail'p1ane . goes iiito com
pressibillty befqre actualiy' reaChing thE!' speed 
of sound. ThlS speea \. ari.es 'i.n ciiffereiii. ·air- :.:.: 

• • - t ·~ .) ' ' ' 

planes depending upon the individual design 
of the airplane. . .. .... ' 

The speed at which an airplane ente.rs com-
. pressibility, In ratio to 'the SP,e~ of ~und, is 

technica1ly known as its Ma~h number (p.ro
'nounc~d Mocl< 'a.;d named after the man who 
did considerable research in this field). 

•·• One of the most lmpor/,ant things to rem.em· 
~er' abo'ut corilpress,ii;;ility is that the speed qf 
sound :var\es with alt;itu<:le. Note these approxi· 
mate figures: 

At sea level, sound travels 760 mph. 
At 35,000 foet, sbund travels 670 mph. 

35,000 feef*.670 mph 

Sea level---760 mph 

THE SPEED OF SOUND PECREASES 
WITH AN INCREASE OF ALTITUDE 

Therefore, the ·high el' you .j'O, the sooner you 
reach the· SP""d of sound, and the lower yoUr 
safe IAS will be. 

In a high speed dive from altitude,. you get 
into comp~essibility before you feach the 420 
mph IAS red ' lirie on the airspeed 'indicatQr. 
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COMPRESSIBILITY DIVE 
" It is possible to come out of compressibility 

if you don't go too far. This all depends on the 
circumstances of the dive; the ~le, starting 
altitude, airspeed, and the point at which com-
pressibility was ,reached. · 

Then there is this to consider; while in com
pressibility you have no control over the air
plane. Also it is possible to aggravate your sit• 
uation and make It a lot worse. All that you can 
do is pull back the throttles (if they aren't al
ready back) , hold the stick as steady as pos
s>'ble with some back pressure, and then ride it 
through until you decelerate enough, at a lower 
altitude, to reduce your speed below the red 
line speed ~ven i,n, the chart. This usually 

. means all uncontrolled dive of between 10;000 

71 

20,000 Ft. 

6 ,000 Ft. 

GROUND 
LEVEL 

. .. 

n a n 
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feet and 15,000 feet, depending upon circum
stances. 

The exact altitude you drop and the length 
of time you are in compressibility depends to 
a great extent upon the angle of dive iri which 
you encountered compressibility. 

Only after you •have lost enough speed and 
altitude will you come out of compressibility 
and regain control of your airplane. At that 
point, with the airplane again under control, 
you can begin to come out of your diye. 

Note that last sentence carefully. You can 
then begin lo come out of your dive-that's after 
losing 10,000 feet to 15,000 feet. If at that point 
you still have Sufficient altitude for a controlled 
dive recove,ry,' you 're o!fay. If you don't . " . ? 

as a 
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COM PRESS I Bl LI TY RECOVERY ' PROCEDURE 
Most important of all, don't 1et into com

pressibility. But if you do get into compressi
bility in a high-speed dive, don't get excited. 
Keep cool; and follow this recommended re
covery procedure: 

1. Cut the power imnied.ia:tely. To set out of 
compressibility .. you have to lose airspeed, so 
pl,l).J. your throttles baclt. 

2. Hold the stick as steady as you C-011, main
taiJUng a slight amoilnt of back pressure. Too 
much back pressure will ~atly increase the 
tail buffeting. 

• 

3. Use only a few degrees of elevat.lr trim 
tab. Too much trim causes the airplane to pull 
out abruptly when a lower alJ'speed and alti
tude is reached. 

4. As the airplane slowly but steadily de
celerates with pow<1r off, and you get into the 
lower altitudes where the speed of sound is 
greater,, tbe,. buiieurtg decreases and you can 
regam c o#t[ol df the .airplane. ' ' 

5. "P\ilfoi.tt of the dive in n normal recovery. 
Don't pull out abruptly. Take it as easy as alti
tude permits. · 

. 

Uoe of Dive Flaps 

The gondola and nacelle create a venturi 
effect SQ that the air passin& over the center 
section of the wing travels much faster th.an 
over the outboard i;ectioo. Therefore, the cen
ter section goes into compressibility while the 
outboard section still has some aerodynamic 
efficiency:.That is why ,the dive flaps arEI placed 
below and behind the leading-edge of the wing, . ' 
outboard of the nacelles. ' 

When you ~owcr the dive flaps, they spoil the 
flow of air under the wine, creating an in
crease in lift efficiency on the upper surface 
of the 'W'ing. This destroys the noseheavy char
acteristics which are found in high SPeed dives. 

It is recommended that the dive flaps be ex
tended as soon as the dive l.s begun rather than 
let the speed build up and then extend the flaps. 
This prvvides much better control throughout 
the dive and· minim.izes the chances of mechan
ical failure. You don't have to lower them be
fore you start the dive, but 'simply before you 
reach compressibility. . ' 

VENTURI EFFECT 

CAUSED BY GO ND OLA 

AND NACE LL ES 
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ENTERS SPIN FROM 

2_0,000 FT. 

.. ~ 

19,000 FT. 

~" ... . 
17,000FT, 

13,000 FT. 
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cn.aracte-ristics . ' ' The P-38 enters a spin from a stall wjth a sort 
of sna°J; roli. During the frrM twq tur11s the nose 
alt.e-rnaie)y points si~eply down, !lien .tiJ? clo'~ 
to or abov..e the l;i?r}.zQn.,This ~sci!lal(~n hp and 
down gi".es , the imp;ession _durirg the first 
couple of-turns that the airplane is in ·a Ral spin . 

! j I ·' ' Actually the nose does get up' so tna! the plane 
is in a ·ffa_t or level attitude. Thi~ · js only 1110-

men'tary. During the third tum the osclllations 
dampen ·.out and f~ot.n the fourth turn ?ti the 
attitude of the airplane is constantly in a 'foh'l)r 
st~ep nofed.own po~ition, 30\ to 10~ bel&w the 
horizon. ,1 

After the•fourth turn, the ~pin remains con
stant. Regardless of how many tums the air" 
plane is allowed to spin, recovery is' accom- ' 
plished in one lurn with 'lase and rapidity. 

Ther'e is ' considerable buffeting under some 
conditions, especially with gear down. but the 
characteristics of the spin rei:nain th~ same. 

Because of the oscllla,ilons and buffeting en
countered in 'the spin it' iS im1.>or.lant that' ·you. 

' 1 . ~ ' 
keep your safety belt 1tight! ' 

The spin is f:ast, con:ipleting one tum every ~ 
seconds and lo~ing about 1000 f-:et per tu rn. 
A !though indicated atrsp(\ed during a spin is as 
low :a,s l.!)0 'm~h or less, the .rate of vertical 
«1e.sce'n!;;is 'ove1' 200 mph. F~r tlils-;reason, delib" 
e.n1te spins.~r-e _Prol\ibi~a J:>elo'y 15,pO<Y feet. At 
least o~e turn \s required lor. ~eao\lery. You can 
f\gw;e on losii;i:g 2000 feet fl-'om the time yeu 
kick i·udde~ ~galn;t the sPi~ 11ntij you have. 

1 • I' ~ ., 

AIRPlANE COMES OUT OF 
SPIN IN VERTICAL Dl~E 

' 

·" 

.. 

MAKE GRADUAL PULL OUT FRO~ DIVE TO 
PREVENT SPIN IN OPf>OSITE DIRECTION 

[ 
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completed the ptillout. In a five-turn spin you 
Jose at least 6000 Jeet before you are fiying 
straight and 1e.ve1 again. 

Spin Recovery 

You can bring 1h~ airplane out of the spin 
any time by Jticking full rudder against the 
spin. Hold it for 'a minhl).um of lf.t turn, then 
ease the copcti;ol ,

1 
column, forward. Ease ,the " 

whee\ forw~~· ~~i:i·~~hov~ !t £orward. Th~J1ir·', 1, 
plane wlll come· out of the spin when you nave' " 
the wheel to neutical or a little )>eyond'. Dw;lng 
the Sl)in you notice a substantial back pressure 
on the control column. Don't fight it. When you 
push hard rudder. against the spin, holding it 
for at least 'h turn, the rate of rotation slows 
down and the back pressure on the control 
column is relieved. 

You must wait 11t least 'h turn after kicking 
rudder against the spin before moving the con
trol column forwat'd. If you pWlh the control 
column forward befoie, or simultaneously with, 
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• If you get into an accidental spin, above all, . 
don't get excited. Since the airplane has no in
herent tendency to spin, you can usually re-

. cover before the spin develops by simply 
straightening out with rudder and easing for
ward on the wheel. 

The P-38 doesn't spin like a trainer. Because 
it's.~n extremely heavy airplane you can expect 

, a .z'oqgli ride. You l'l'.\ay get th.rown about-in the 
.coci<Pit and,'because of its oscillations, you may 
'!iii'<t;;.t difficult to orientate yourself with the 
"groUtid. · 
' , ~lth landing gear, /laps, or dive flaps ex
tended it takes about one turn longer to recover. 
So if you have gear or Raps down when you 
entb- .a spin, start them on their way up. . 

If you accidenlally fall into an inverted spin, 
pull the stick back. This rets your nose down 
and develops a normal spin. 

Here is the recovery procedure: 
1. Close throttles. 
2. If gear or ftaps are down, start theO'.l up. 

the rudder you aggravate the spin and the rate 
3 

Kf k full dd 
1 

t •h , · 
of rotation is increased. In a spin the bottom . , ·,. c_, ~u ~r nga ns. r e spm . . 
part of the rudders, below the horizontat'sta- .. ', , ~:' ~ai~at. least , lh h•.rn w; th ruddei; •n, then 
blilzer is the only part that is effectiye .• Thls is ease, the, wli~el forward. .: ' 
easy t~ understand when you picture the tail ' ·,' 5. The ,aii;plane, comes out of the ·spin in a 
falling at an exh-e.;.,ely high angle ot attack · vertic8:l diye. Recover' from the dive slowly. 
with the airflow. The horizontal tail surfaces Make a gradual pull-out. If you pull out too 
completely blanket out those portions of the sharply Y?U ~y stall and spin off in the 
vertical fins above them, which leaves only the oppocite direction. 
lower portions of each vertical surface effect.ive 
to bring you out. If you push the control column 
forward before, or at th!' same time as, you use 
the rudder, you further reduce the effective
ness of the rudders, because as the elevator 
travels downward it blankets ol.it more of the 
rudder. With decr·eased effective rudder sur
faces there is less tendency to slow down your 
rate of rotation, which must b,e stopped before 
recovery can be accomplished. , 

Remember! Rudder' first for at least 1h turo, 
then ease the control column forward. 

If you have difficulty in moving the wheel 
forward it indicates that your rate of rotation 
Is too fast. Don't fight the control column for
ward. Wait a little longer with lull opposite 
rudder and when the rotation decreases you 
will be able to move the wheel forward. 
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DON'T USE AILERON AGAINST THE 
TURN. THIS HAS A BLANKETING 
ACTION ON THE RUDDERS. 
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SI NILE EllGI NE PRACTICE 

Sometime after your first 10 hours in P-38 
you will practice .prigJe engine flight. This is. 
done from cruising airspeed at not Jess. than 
8000 feet altitude. Your fugbt le,.-der flies along
side and directs you by x-adio. 

You will find t!J~t the· P,~38 flies very well 
on one engine: Using noimiil rated power, it 
can climb. above 20,000 feet and have a TAS 
greater than 225 mph. 

In practicing single engine flight, cut the 
right engine. The generator in most P-38's is on 

82 
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the left engine. With the left engine dead the 
generator is not operating and th~· battery will 
go dead in about :iii' minutes. If your airplane 
has two genexators that~ on and wo;.king you 
can practice feathering either propeller. 

Check the ammeter, voltmeter, and fuel sup· 
ply before you cut the engine." 

Practice the procedure for single engine per
formance as though it were an actual engine 
failure. This pl'epa.tes you for such an emer
gency. 
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The following practice procedure is designed 
to take care of an engine failure just after take
off or in ftight with landing gear up and 130 
mph IAS. 

Stopping Engine and Feathering 

1. Close throttle of one engine. This simu
lates engine failure. 

2. Maintain directional control with rudder 
using as much power from the live engine as 
you can hold. 

S. Trim rudder to relieve pressure. 
4. Move mlxtuN) control of dead engine to 

IDLE CUT-OFF. 
5. Feather switch of dead engine to FEATHER. 

Core of Dead Engine 
After Propeller Is Fe athered 

1. Fuel booster pump OFF. 
2. Throttle cracked. 
3. Propeller governor control lever full rear-

' ward. 
4. Propeller ~witch manual FIXED PITCH. 

I 

5. Rctu~n fl!"ther swit.ch to NORMAL. This 
ls import.ant, .You wll) be unable to unfeatber 
unless feather switch is NORMAL. 

' 
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NOTE : 
fn s·ingle engine practice, do not 

turn off fuel supply or ignition of deod 
engine. 

Use as little power os necessary 
from the good engine. Don't burn It 
up. With 2600 rpm ond 35" manifold 
pressure, you can maintain on o ir ... 
speed of 150 mph to 200 "\Ph. 

Unfeothering Propeller and 
Storting Engine in Flight 

1. Fuel booster pump ON. 
2. Hold propeller swit<:h to INCREASE RPM. 

The propeller will start windmilling. 
3. When the tachometer registers approxi

mately 1000 rpm, place the propeller switch to 
AUTOMATIC. 

4. Move mixture control to AUTO RICH. Eo· 
gioe' will sta1·t. 

5. T1·im the airplalle. 
6. Oil an~ coolant shutter switches ln AU'l'O-

MATIC. " I • ' 

7. Run the engine at 20" Hg. and 1500 rpm 
until coofant temperature reaches 85°C and ihe 
oil temperature is at least so•c. Then resume 
normal engine power settings. 

~~~P• J"--·;:;.t:ll't r:-;a"'l'e:'4d ' ~u"'''1~·~·,.m~ 

t~I -, 
,\ & 
~: f IF THE ENGINE DOESN'T START, l 

CHECK THE FOLLOWING: 

1. FEATHER SWITCH IN NORMAL [. 
~ 

l 
2. FUEl SELECTOR TO FULLEST TANK 
3. IGNITION SWITCH ON 
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LA II DING 

® .. 

Don't be tricycle-gear conscious. The P-38 
lands In the same altitude as the airplane with 
conventional landing gear. 

Land on the two main wheels. The nosewheel 
seltles of al.a own accord. 

84 
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~ESTRtCT~b j 
Land~n.g Pr(!cedure ~ · 

1. Fuel selectors to ful1est tanks. 
2. Fuel booster pumps ON. 
3. Propellers ;at 2600 rpfu. 

4. !Vli><ture in AUTO RICH. •. 
. 5. lntercooler shutters OPEJ.i'I (if in;talled}. 

This is not n·ecessary during cold weather-ope~ 
ation. 

.,, Don't ch'~g yo4r.approaeh i;i from mile,;· back. 
On long, low approaches, at1 enpne f<1ilure 

' -leave$· you'.\'i); i\n ·emb<J.rr.ass1ni situa:t.ioiL 
TGo higt» an· approach is just as b.ad. Don't 

look as if you are going to dive bomb the field. 
13. Contact is made between 90 mph and.J,00 

mph. Land with your heels on the fio·or. Keep 
·, your feet off -the brakes. . · · · 

Land on th~ two main wheel.$, .holding the 
6. Lift flap trigger through quad1·ant no'tch nosewbeel off the ground. With full flaps down 

l eaving flap control handle in CLOSED posi'- you can' t drag the rudder fins on the runway. 
tion: ,. ~-. .. q- • ·" , 1 ·With' 172 '8aps Or less yo\.1'·can.- · ~ ···' · 

7. Slow u'p on downwind leg to 175 mph and 14. After contacting the runway, l<eep the 
lower landing ge~. 'bon't cut the throttles to .airplane straighi. Steer· 'with the rudders as 
slow down. Reduce them gradually and main- long as they are effective: Do not use brakes ' 
ta in at ,l<;ast 15" i::ial:i!f~ld presst~~'"· If yo~ ~ut un.less b.eces~ary. ~ht:l;' ap~ly tb;m on and o~. 
the th~o'ttles, the engine vinl ·bacl<fire and pq_s- Tip: Be ~f\ll?ai:74. to encoup~e); prop wash , 
sibJy load up. .. · when landing beh1n.c1 arother airplane. If you 

Make 'the' fol lowing thorough check to be hit' prop wash: corr;;.,t immediately! Don't sit 
certain gear is down and locked: there. fat, dumb, and happy while the airp\ane 

Hydraulic p1·~ssure ... .. :returned to normal. does a snap roll. 
Hand pump · ........ . . .... i·esists opeution. JVIake every approach and landing with the 
Warning light .......... . ..... . ....... out. same care .and concern as you did on y~ur first 
'Po1fshed area . .'.' . . ..... .. . nosewneel do,vn. solo. ·: ·'-" ' . . , , .. 

8. Turn on base leg at 150 mph. 
I 

9. Mak~ final t?-rn into field at 150 mph. 
10. Drop full flaps and tr\m elevator. 
11. Start glide at· l~O mph, cart·ying at least 

15" ma'nifoid pressure. Gradually reduce this 
power and air5p.eed and, 

12. Co,;,e over the fence at 110 mph. 
,> ' I 

Perfe~t your , landing, approach t.ec:hnique. 
It requires skill. and judgment and fs one 
of 1.-th.,: teSts t~at ;f!.'!t~rmine a good pilot: 

" 
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GO -AROUID PROCE,DURE 
G tc:cE!'.:!>-9 En'>-

4 5 

2 3 
If! f> Oi-:<::li*-~· z:,,,,,_ 

. ' 

If you oversb.oot and cannot land in the first 
third of the field, go around. · 

If for any reason you do not feel that every
thing ls just right, go aryund. 

You will not be criticiZed. It will be consid
ered good judgmenl Bu{ try to make up your 
mind early. Don't wait until you are ha.II-way 
down the X'Ullwa.y. 

In going around, use the following procedure: 

·cROSSWI ID LAN DINGS 
A crosswind landing in a P -38 presents no 

problem because of the tricycle landing gear. 
With the tricycle landing gear the center of 

gravity is forward of the main wheels. Once 
the wheel$ have touch«!<! the ground, the P-38 
rol . straight down the runway. It will not 
groundloop. 

DIP WING, OR CRAB INTO WIND, OR BOTH 

.86 

1. Steadily advance throttles to takeoff mani· 
fold pressure. · 

2. Retract the landing gear. 
S. Climb straight ahead and gain at least 500 

feet altitude. 
4. Lower nose slightly and build up airspeed. 
5. Milk up the fiaps. 
Don't try to ily around the field with gear 

and flaps down; don't turn until flaps are up. 

< • I I ' 
On the final appro11cb, crab or lower a wing 

into the wind, or use a combination of both. 
Be sure you straighten out before making 

contact. Do not land in a crabbed or one-wing
low attitude. The gear wa.s not built to take 

' excessive side stress. 
Immediately upon landing, put tho nose

wheel on the runway to obtain dire<:tional sta
bility and roll straight down the runway. 
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AFTER LANDINQ 
Keep the airplane straight with rudder. 

Avoid unnecessary use of the brakes. 
Don't raise the ftaps until you have reached 

the end of the runw~. This helps you slow the 
airplane. 

After you have slowed down, pull your flaps 
up, turn tho booster pumps OFF; push the pro
peller governors full forward, and set the trim 
tabs to 0. Then place the oil and coolant shut
ters in FULL OPEN. This helps keep the tem
peratures down while you t.rud. 

Don't set the parking brakes after you have 
returned to the line. The brake discs get hot 
while taxiing and will freeze if you set them. 
After you have turned the engines oft, hold 
the brakes until chocks have been placed. 
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To Stop the Engines 

l. Open throttles to 1600 r)?m. 

Note: Hold th.is for a few seconds to burn out 
any impurities that may have collected on the 
spark plugs while taxiing. 

2. Return throttles to 1200 rpm. 
3. Move mixture controls to IDLE CUT

OFF. 
4. When engines stop llring, open throttles. 
5. When the propellers stop rotating, turn 

all switches OFF. 
6. Turn fuel selecton OFF. 

a1 
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NIGHT TRANSIY:ION 
You will do almost all your flying during 

daylight hours. But ther.e will be times 'yhen 
you take off ,in thll. wee .hours of the morning 
and sometimes in the late afternoon, coming 
home after dark. ,. · . · 

Night 6ying i.o a P-38 presents no problem. 
But there are several precautions you must re
member . Here are a few tips to help you: 

aefore Takeoff 

Equip yourself with a flashlight. 
Make I.he Additional Check for Nlg.ht Flying. 
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Check gag~ f!lr · approlciJnl!tely 4 ~ of. vac\lum 
and uncage gyro flight instruments. 

Check to see that aileron boost is ON. 
Set altimeter. 
Use of oxY,gen from the groun,d up lmprgves 

your night vision. 
Establish radio ,;ntact. 
Taxi slowly, intermittently ustng ·Ja:nding light 

if necess.ary. 
Turn the , landing light off when a plane is 

landi,rig. , 
Get radlo peicmission to take off. 
Pick a point at the end 0£ the runway ti'.> keep· 

you straight on your takeoff run. 
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During flight 

Proceed to your assigned zone and altitude. 
Remaln in your zone until called by the tower. 
Keep your head on a swivel. 
Frequently check yoUl' instnunents and fuel 

supply. 
A turn can change contact flying to instrument 

flying. If you lose the horizon, Im.mediately 
go on io,strurnents until you defJ.lllte~y estab
lish your attitude .. Donlt fly by ,the seat of 

f 
your Ji>Mts. • 

Always keep the field in sight. 
Don't make steep turns at any tim.e. 
Import.ant: H radio contact fails, turn on your 

landing light and point your plane at the 
tower. When thei give you a green light, go 
in and land. 

I flSTRUMENT FLYI flQ ' .. 
\. 

Under the present system, you receive m'. 
strument training under a hood while flying 
formation with your instructor. The instructor 
has contact with you by radio and can tell you 
to com~ out from under the hood if there are 
any airplanes in the vicinity. A& a precaution 
in case of radio failure, come out from under 
the hood every 3 minutes and look around. 
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If an ·emergency occurs, immediately start your 
letdown for landing a'lld turn on yolll' land
ing lights. This l$ your emergency clearance. 

Don't be alarmed by the &low of the turbo
superchargers. 

Landing 

When you retard the throttles, sparks and 
perhaps flames will appear. Don't be alarmed. 
It.'s there in the daytime, too, but you can't 
see it. , 

Maintain a minlm
1

um of 1000 feet in the pattern ·' 
~ntil you turn 'into the final approach. 

Use· of landing lights nnd floodUghts is op
tional. If there is haze or dust over the field, 
a

0

blackout landing is recommended. 
Go-around procedure Is the same. 
A safety officer will be in the tower or .in a 
· radio truck. Help yourself by observing his 
instructions. 

I • 
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l nst M.lment Letd own Procedure• 

The P-38 is very stable in instrument condi
tions. If you have to climb up through an over
cast or let down througb one, establish ·your 
power settings and airspeed while still on con
tact. Go on instruments at least one minute 
before aC::tually 'entering instrument ·conditions. 

Preparations Prior to Instrument Letdown 
1. Pitot heat on. . ' 

'' 2. Check vacuum at approximately 4• to in· 
sure proper rotor speed of gyro instruments. 

3. Set gyro instruments. 
4. Lower landing &4'ar. This creates greater 

stability and helps keep' the ai.speed down. 
5 .. •Lowe~ maneuver flaps. This reduces the 

wing loading giving you added control. 

Power Settings lo DHcend ol 180 mph IAS 

P-38l 

Rote of Descent Manifold fl'res.sure ltPM 
500 ft/ min 28' 2600 

1000 ft/min 25' 2600 

P-38J 

500 ft/min 24' 2600 
1000 ft/min 20" 2600 

Nole: The above power settings vary with load· 
ing and differences in gross weight 

' . .. 
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Never attempt an instrument let down unless 
you have radio contact, your ,position has been 
established, -and you have received authoriza
tion and instructions frorn a radio clearing au
thority such as a driection-finding fixer station. 

Never make a spiral let down or exceed a 
one needle ~dth turn. 

Be particillarly cautious not' to exceed 200 
mph 1AS. Your airspeed can build up very 
rapidl.Y. Never make an Instrument let down at 
high speeds. Gyro instruments at high Speei!s 
aren't dependable. 

When flying formatlo~ during instrument 
conditions, the sole duty of each wingman ls to 
concentl'ate on flying heads-up formation. Only 
the flight leader will be on instruments. Th.e 
formation letdown procedure ls the same es for 
single aircraft, 

ANGLE Of BANK IN f!ElATION TO 
AIRSPEED FOR STANOAltO RATE TURN 

lndicoled Alrspffd 
150 ' ,' I 

no 
200 
225 
275 
SOC) 

20° 

Angl,. of Bonk 
. 10• 

23' 
26' 
30' 

! 39• 
42' 
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• SECTION 

'EN'Gl'IE FAILURE . 
When an e!'gine -conks , out on a single en

gine fighter, the first thing ·the pilot does is look 
around for a place to make a forced landing, If 
he happens 1o be above an overcast, rough ter
rain, or a heavy sea, his best bet is to hit the 
silk r£ his engine fails on takeoff he has no 
other choice but to glide straight ahead. You, 
as a P-38 pilot, are not faced with this ·problem. 
If an engine fails after takeoff or during flight, 
you still have a good single engine <airplane 
under you, Follow the same procedure as out
lined in Single Eugine Practice ,on page 83. ' 

The minimum-. airspeed at which you can fly 
the P-38 on 0ne engine is 130 mph with landing 
gear up. It can happen that one engine quits 
on takeoff when you don't have 130 mph, with 
the gear up. '· ' ' ' 
Witl1 Less Than 130 MPH ' 

If an.· engine fails, or there is any irregularity, 
between the start of the takeoff run and 130 
mph IAS, cut both throttles and stop. 

If you ~annot stop·on the runway, ;etract the 
gear and slide in, Use the lapdlng '.gea; emer
gency release knob to lift the ·~ont~ol handle. 
With 130 MPH or More 

If an engine fails after you have left the 
ground and the landing gear is up, or starting 
up, and you have a minimum of 130 mph IAS, 
do the following: 

1. Reduce power to gain directional control. 
Correct yaw with rodder, applying as much 
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power as' ~ou can hpid ·1. , ,. " 

2. While correctihg yaw, release :drop tanlh 
(if install eel). ' 

3. Move mhcture control of bad engine to 
IDLE CUT-OFF. Be certain you pull the mix-
ture' control bf bad engine. . • 

4. Feather proJ)Elller of bad engine. 
5. T.rim to take pressure ~ff rudder pedal. 
The most ·important thing to remember is. 

t\ie iii:st step, Come back on the ,power, gam 
directional control with rudder, and IQ.en ap
ply as much powe~ as you can hold,. Use mo
der and not aileron to correct the initial yaw. 
Use of aileron increases ,the drag on the dead 
engine side. Don't apply so much power on the 
live engine that you can't hold the airplane. 

The landing gear, when down, offers 60% of 
the . total drag, Be sure the laniiing gear ha.s 
been retracted, or is on .it.s way up,. An !AS 
greaier -than · 139 mph is what ypu are strivmg 
for. Put the nose ·down to gain ext?'a speed. 

s~ J4tut«4e ~ 1"1Vt4fteed 
~ . ~ 

· Try io maintain a level climb away from the 
fleid. Don't get excited and try to tum back 
and land. Get plenty of aititude and fly around 
until the ship feels comfortable. You may be 
able tQ, find out fue trouble ruid restart the en
gine. If not , witli 'the assistance of •i) experi
enced pilot in the tower you can t~ke your time 
and make a well-planned single engine landing. 

9 ·1 
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Slngle Engine Range 

For maximum single engine ranga, US<l the 
lowest power whlch maintains an' !AS of ap
proximately 160 mph. 

Use fuel from the dead engine side first. This 
lessens the load and reduces the trim. 

Caution: Your ranee and time in Right on one 
engine Is less than the range and time in fught 
on two engines. 

With drop tanks installed, use the fuel from 
the tank nearest. the dead engine. Drop them 
when empty if it is n.ecessary to increase your 
range. 

I( the le.ft engine has failed, and you do not 
hu've a generator on the right engine, take ac
tion as indicated under Electrical Failure. 
Noto: Keep aileron boost ON until coming in for 
a landing. There are no aileron trim tabs and 
aileron boost relieves aileron pressure on long 
trips. 

Slngle Engine Landing Traffic Pattern 

If you have to make a single engine landing 
and are carrying drop tanks, release them over 

' an unpopulated ' area. If your airplane has 
aileron boost control, make sure It has been 
turned OFF so that you have all available 
hydraulic pressure to lower landing gear and 
Raps. 

You can maintain altitude on siqgle engine 

with landing gear dO\\o'D. However, you cannot 
maintain altitude on one engine with full A.aps 
and gear do•.vn. If on the linal approach you 
have landing gear and A.aps down, you have 
committed yourself and a landing must be 
made: 

Maintain a minimum of 150 mph until you 
are on the final approach. Make all turns, when
ever possible, into the live engine. 

The single engine landina traffic pattern dif
fers from the normal approach. The following 
procedure has proven to be the most satisfac
tory. 

1. Secure radio clearance for emergency 
landing. , 

2. Turn aileron boost control OFF so that 
you will have all available hydraulic power to 
lower landing gear and Raps. 

3. At 160 mph, 40-00 feet above the terrain, 
about 5 miles from the end of the runway, lower 
the landing gear. The extension time will be 
doubled (or approximately 30 seconds) because 
only one hydraulic pump is working. 

4. Lift trigger on flap control handle ·through 
notch. / ' · , . ' 

5. Come over encl of runway at 3500 feet 
above terrain at 150 mph and start turn .into 
live engine, descending unt!l-

6. At completion of 360° turn you are l mile 
from end of runway at 1000 feet above tertain. 

7. When you att certain you can make .the 
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field ·with power off, lower full flaps. Remem
ber, with full flaps your glide a11gle is increased. 

8. Keep the airplane trimmed. 
9. Come !>Ver tho end of the runway at 110, 

mph. 
10. Make a normal landing. 

H YD RAU LIC FAILURE 
Auxiliary System 

Two conditiol\S are usually the cause of hy
draulic system failure. Either the englne hy
draulic pump has gone out or there is a break 
in the hy~raulic l,lne. If the engine pump goes 
out there is still hydraulic fluia in the system 
and you can extend the gelU" a.nd the flaps with 
the auxiliary hand pump. It is necessary, how
ever, that you turn OFF the coolant override 
switches and aileron boost control Pia~ the 
landing gear control lever In the DOWN posi
tion and no other action except pumping is 
required. 

The engine pumps drain the hydraulic fluid 
from the top two-thirds of the hydraulic reser
voir while the hand pump drains from the bot
tom third. So, i.£ there is a leak in the hydraulic 
system, only the top two-thirds can drain out. 

RESTltlCTEO 
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CLOSE By p - Ass VALVE 

.. 

ro LOWER 

lANOING 

· GEAR WITH 

EMERGENCY 

EXTENSION 

>YSTEM 

NOTE: Coolant overide switches and 
a 'ileron boost valve must be off to 
operate auxiliary hand pump. 
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This leaves you the bottom thlrd; enough hy
draulic fluid to lower gear and flaps, with the 
hand pump supplying the pressure. 

This auxiliary system uses the same Jines as 
the norm.al hydraulic system. 

Emergency 'Extension System 

If the main hydraulic reser"oir 'is empty or 
the lines are broken, you cannot build up any 
pressure with the hand pump alone. Use the 
emergency extension system. 

This system is comp.letely independent of the 
normal system. It has separate hydraulic lines 
and its own hydraulic reservoir. '.I'he hand 
pump "is its power supply. After you have 
opened the system, all YO\l nee<! to lower the 
gear Js a little elbow vease. 

Since this system works off a separate set 9f 
hydraulic lines, there is no indication of pres
sure on the hydraulic pressure gage. 

There is sufficient hydraulic fluid in the 
emergency system for only one operation. You 
can lower the landina gear and that is all. You 
can't retract the ·gear with this system. 
' A by-pass valve and selector valve (red 
hand.le) ar'! on the floor to the rigbt of your 
seat. When you close the by-pasS "alve, you 
shut off the regular hydraulic lines and <>pen 
the lines from the emergency reservoir. Place 
the red handle down and t.he emergency fluid 
flows into tbe lines. The P-38J and P -38L 
series do not have lhe by-pass valve. The red 
hnndle incor porates the action of the by-pass 
valve. . 

Use the following procedure to lower th~ 
landing gear: ' 

1. Coolant override switches OFF (if in-
stalled). 

2. Aileron boost control OFF (if installed). 
3. Landing gear control handle DOWN. 
4. Close the by-pass valve by nn,;ihg il 

clockwise. 
5. Place the red handle in the DOWN posi

tion. 
6. Operate tP,e hand pump. 
Pumping may be difficult at first because the 

wheel doors have to be forced open. 
Tip : With tile landing gear control handle in the 
DOWN position, dive the plane and pull out 
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abruptly. Do this a few Umes. The centrifugal 
force helps open the wheel doors and lower the 
gear. 

Emergency Operation of the flap• 

Use the hand· pump first for flap extension 
bec.ause in SOF\e cases there may not be suffi
cient fluid in the main reservoir to extend both 
the gear and the B.aps. You can lower the gear 
with the emergency extension system: 

1. Coolant override switches and aileron 
boost OFF. 

2. Extend the flaps 'h down by operating the 
auxiliary hand pump. 

3. Lower the landi~g gear, &hen lower the 
flaps COtnp}etely • I ' ' '« '· 

4. If 'you used the landing gear emergency 
extension system, raise the red handle to the 
UP position, and leave the by-pass valve in the 
CLOSED position. This maintains pressure on 
the landing gear cylinders, insuring that the 
lanclJng gear downlocks remain pr<>perly en
gaged. 

If one engine "has failed in addition to the hy
draulic' system, 'remember, the airplane cannot 
maintain level flight on one engine with 'both 
landing gear and flaps down. Under such con
ditions, land with your flaps up. 

ELECTRICAL FAILURE 
Electrical failure may be indicated by a zero 

reading on .the. ammeter. The first indie:>tion of 
generator faiJ11re' and a low battery is failure. 
of the radio. There may still. pe sufficient bat
tery i>ower to adjust the propellers for. a safe 
landing. Under these circumstances, do the 
following: 

1. Turn all electrical equipment OFF. 
2. Set propellers in manual FIXED PITCH. 
3. Turn battery switch OFF. 
4. Proceed to the place you are going to land. 
You can't fly at high altitude with the 'gen-

erators and battery dead. The electric pooster 
pumps ere oecessary to supply sufficient fuel 
pressure to (eed the engines. If the electrical 
system is dead, or you turned the booster 
pumps OFF to conserve the battery, it will be 
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necessary for you to descend below 10,000 feet 
so that 1uel pressure can be supplied by the 
e~ine-drlven fuel pumps. 
Note: With booster pumps OFF, fuel connot 
be drawn fr.om the outer .wing tanks. 

If it is necessary for you to land with the 
p'ro.peller switches in manual FIXED PITCH 
make the following settings to insure go-around 
rpm and power: 

1. Circle at 5000 feet above the Seid. 
2. S..t manifold pressure at 25• Hg. 
3. Slow airplane to 180 mph l.'\S. 
4. Turn battery switch ON. 
5. Set propellers at 2600 ,rpm using manual 

INC l>t DEC positions of propeller swi~hes. 

----- - - ...... -
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High Amp Re ading 

High .amp readlnt1 indicates a low battery or 
a short in some electrical accessory. Here's the 
test :that determines which it is and what to do 
about it: 

1. T-urn the battery switch OFF. 'If the amp 
readJ11g ·goes down to normal, the battery is 
low. 

2. Turn the battery switch ON and in time 
the battery recbaraes and the amp readina 
comes down. 

If the amp readJna remains high after all 
eleetrical . equipment a.nd battery has been 
turned off, it is a faulty indication of the am-
meter. ' 

EMERGENCY RADIO PROCEDURES 
.. ~. !' ' ' 

Definite radio procedures are necessary when 
you ha\•e decided to bail out over water or . , 
ditch. Each theater has its own radio pro-
cedure. You will get the full details when 
briefed for a mission. 

If there is opportunity and time, try to gain 
altitude, especi.ally if below 5,000 feet. This in
creases the range of your transmission und 
helps A.it/Sea Rescue Units get a good fix. How 
quickiy yo4 are 1·escued may be de\ermined by 
the accuTacy of the fo(. Given b.elow is a typica 1 
radio procedure for bailout over water or ditch
ing. 

1. Notify win&men that you are in trouble. 
2. Turn on IFF emergency. 
3. Transmit "Mayday" (three times) fol

lowed by call sign of aircraft (three times). 
4. First transmit on the assigned air-ground 

frequency. If you are unable to establish com-
' municat!on on the assigned air-ground fre-

·quency, use 'any other available freq".-'ency in 
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an effort' to establi.SI\ contact. With o grouncl 
station. 

5. If time permits, transmit the followina in-
formation: 

a. Estimated po$ltion and time. 
b. Course and speed, 
c. Altitude of the aircraft. 
d. Your intention as to ditching, bailing out 

O!' crash )anding. 
. Immediately prior to ditching, bailing out or 
crash landing, break the safety wire and place 
the VHF control switch on the T position to 
obtain continuous transmission. 

If you overcome an emergency, after sending 
a distress message, cancel the message on the 
same frequency. 

Wingmen or flight members, on hearing a dis
~ call, should if possible orbit the spot, one 
plane going down low, the other remaining high 
iind continuinl{ transmission of dist.tess signals. 

. This ins4res that a good fbc is obtained. 
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EMERQEllCY LAIDlflGS 
The P-38's exceptional single ehgine ability 

will bring you borne if one engine fails. I! both 
engines fail or you run out of fuel, you have to 
decide whether to bail out or make a forced 
landinf. Then an many circumstances you 
must consider such as altitude, weather, and 
the type of terrain you are flying over. These 
facton have a inat bearing on what you de
cide to do. 

If you decide to i;nake a forced landing, and 
can control the choice of a place to sit down, 
pick a spot near 11 road, phone line, $mall town 
or other settlement. This insure~ you im,ooe
diate medical attention, or quick communica
tion if medical aid is not on hand. 

Prepare for ,tho Landing 

Unless you are lucky enough to find an air
port under you, land with your wheels up. 
Don't attempt to land wheels down on anything 
other than a smooth hard surface and where 
you have plenty of room. Cet rid of drop tanks. 
If you ore carrying bombs, release them on 
SAFE. 

Next, after you have selected your spot to 
land, unfasten your parachute harness so that 
after you land you can get out of ihe cockpit 
in a hurry. Make sure your shoulder harness 
and safety belt are on and locked. If you are 
wearing a Mae West, inflate it to U>ke up some 
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of the shock. Release the canopy and you are 
ready to land. Do1J.'t feather the propellers. 
Feathered propellers d!>n't bend on impact. 
They dig into the ground, rupturing wing 
tanks aI\d engine mounts, creating a fire hazard. 

' 
Landing the A irplane 

Remember that with your wheels up ihe re
duced drag increases the glidiJ}g di$tance of the 
airplane. Plan your approach so that Y.oU will 
land straight ahead and won't have to tum low 
to ihe grQUfld. Land as nearly in\o the wind as 
possible. Lower flaps as nece=ry to get you 
into the place you want to land, but have full 
flaps befo~e .. cpntact.. ~ decreases your 
ground.Pee? and · sfuilllng speed. Cut the 
switches, mixture controls, and boost pumps 
to reduce fire hazard. !'.:.and in a normal attitude. 

As soon as the plane comes to a sto~>, get Qui 
of the cocl<pit• and away from the airplane. 
Fires have been known to start many minutes 
nfter a belly landing. 

lelly Landings 

If you co~e back to your field, lower the 
landing gear control;handlc, ljlld fmd that the 
gear won't lower, that doesn't mean you have to 
make a wheels-up !aniline. Thoroughly and ex
haustively try all methods of gear extension 
(RCter to Hyd raulic Failure). Contact your 
squadron by radio and an experienced pilot will 
go through the entire procedure with you. As 
long as your fuel lasts ·you have time to wo~k 
on gett!na the gear down. 

When you are absolutely convinced that you 
can't get the ge11r down, inform the tower and 
prepare for a belly landing. The procedure Is 
the same as outlined in Emergency Landings 
except that you have plenty of time and have a 
runway to land on. · I 
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DI TCJl,111 G 
. N eive.i: atiempt -to dit.Ch-the ·P -38 e:\<cept as a 
iasl r<>~ort.' Alihotigll it is possible to aftcli th,e 
P-38 successfully, it ls .a hazardous' business. 

If ti'otible arl$es'whe)l you're o~ an overwater 
£light and Y..,oll'.~e _sµ:re' that you can~t reach land, , 
don't hesitate''t-0 bal!,, ~ut: .You._'\'fo~} be ,able to • 
save the airplane IU)ywi\y in landing on-water, 
so you u\lgiit as ."Well aband~n"it in the air. ' 

... ':..1 ··:00 '. 'l.. .' 

If it :lsii°\ pq5Siblti ~o get up high enough to" 
make a successfuf'1iai:.<1chute' drop! x-emember . 
that · ~hfi::-38 ·~-~.Pe di;tclied successfully. 
· YoW' .'~~..Cliancif £or r~s~ue,lies in c9rrect 
and' ,s_eeec!'v. :rarui5 .. p'l-$ceiitire .':before ditching. 

" ' ~'f. ' • " ~ r , :• ':, 
; See Emerg<jncy Radio Procedures. ,, . · \ ; 

1 
•1 ;x- ~ ~ & ... ',/~·' • ·, .. ' ·t: I''-<:~:-~ 

APpro~~h, a.net Y.O'u~fidO~n .)~'·t:;:~·~ ·J/•\,j,1 .~~~;~ • • 

; .t '1' ~ "'" ' .• ~ ' J y, 
Deteh,nine the' direction· of your · appr<;>acli 

- ' • ' • . ' '1. • ' 

well in <1dvan.ce. Touchdo''.";l p'll'~lle) to lli\es 
of crests iind troughs in winds up to 35 mph. 
Ditch u;to wind bnly ·;f wind is over .35 mph ox: 

t ' ' ' I 
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if'fber.e m ·1lo swells. Use. olil11 half.flaps. The 
l'.etl'action h:>eclianism is s~ch that when full 
flaps.' ale· .down,. -~ur'faee pre~ur~ ean't force 
.them ·up, Ulnding"tiHo~ce the no~~. under before 
complete 'io5s of ~pe~<i'..)h ~{;efy ~e -fry to 
pitch whi!i! power i,S ·still availabk Touchdown 
in .a normal landing: attitude. ' 

\. ' ., . ' I.: 

·'l'h~ re~omme_nded -ditclrlrig .prOc:edure is as 
fol1oWs: , ,., ··· ·=- \' · ,~ ;· . · · " 

' • • 'J. ' ' 

i. Jettison tanks or' bOl!lcb~ if y,;u're c~ing 
..• : . r . ~.- , •\ ; , 

aey. t i:, ·1. ', . . ~ ~ 

2. Unfast en the parachute hame'ss. 

3. Make 'sur.e that your ShoWC!eJi ha mess. and 
• '. 1 t• ·, I • , , ~ , 

safety \)<!le ai:e. Iocke~ ·!'Jl!l tight. ' ' . " 
4. Jettison; the c,.,;opy and open both sid" 

wmdows. ·'' 
}, . . ~ ' 

Once the ail"i>lane stops you won't have m<1.re 
than a few seconds, so poc in your mind the 
following procedW'e: 

1. Releas<! the s.afety belt. .. · 

2, Jump .QUt and pull the one•man life ratt 
, • • , ·' I • 

loose f,n>m ·th.e p~iichut.e. . ' 
3. Inflate yqur, Mae :West. If. IX>Ss\ble, salvage 

the par.l..°i:hute. It will coine in ~ndj/ ' 
·• i'• · • ··1 .1- • ~· I , · 

· 4.cll\Jlate·.tp,e ,.life ·ra(t 'and',~riggle in!o i~.1 • 

EVeri ifi/ l!hallow water dop' t get out ' of your 
Mae Wes't urltil yo.u ,ate. safely on shore. 

See PIF for fw:,ther ·information on Ditching. 

WIND VELOCITIES 

Few white caps ....... •• • .. .. lO . to 20 mph 

Many white, caps . .... .• , , .. .. 20 lo 

Streaks of foam,. .... .'~ . , • . . . . ~(I to 
Spray from cr.ests . ... . .. •. ... ·.,. ~ to 

.. 

30 mph 

40 mph 
5~ .;.,,.; 
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BAILOUT 
~ . 

Many stories have been cireulat&l that you 
can't successfully b<lil out of the P-38. Rumor 
h\ld •it that ypu woµldn't have a c;honce of miss
ing .ihe horizontal siabilizer,"'aiid twin b60ms 
and rudders. Actual .,, .. perience has disproven 
these stories. In spite of the hangar talk that 
crops up from time to time, it is no more dif. 
flc:ult to bail out of a P-38 than any present-day 
fighter. 

Before you ball out, if 'you have the tl1ne, 
make the necessary radio calls a.s outlined in 
Emergency Radio Procedures. If you bail out 
over water or unpopulated territory, your best 
c:harice for rescue lies in corr«t 'and speed)' 
radio procedure before you abandon your air
plane. 

The method of leaving the plane Is largezy 
dependent on your altitude, attitude, and air
speed. The final decision on how to i:et out 
rests with you. Here are three recommended 
and accepted procedures for b;iilina out. 

Over the trailing edge of the wing 
' ' 1. Head towards an unpopulated area and · · 

disconnect oxygen tube and ndio equipment. 
2. Slow the plane down as much as possible. 
3. Roll down the left window and release the 

canopy. 
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• 
(. &!lease your safety belt and slide out bead 

6.rst off the trailing edge o( the wing. Never 
stand up or jump! 
YOU WILL ClEAR THE HORIZONTAL STABILIZER 
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RoII the plane ove r and drop out 

1. Disconnect oxygen tube and radio equip
ment.. 

2. Roll elevator trim tab forward while hold
ing plane level. (This will keep the nose of ·the 
plane up while you are :on your back.) 

3. Release the canopy and roll the plane over 
on its back. 

4. Unhook your safety belt and drop 01-1t. ' 
Unless you are very low to the ground, keep 

your hand off the ripcord when leaving the 
plane. If you hold the ripc0rd handle as you 
bail out, the slipstream jerks your arm and the 
chute opens before you are clear of tb.e pl~e. 

'·- t:" .. .. ! ' •• 

Sucked out a' high speed .,. ~· · ' ' 
> /'I " 

If ,your P-38 is out of control' and traveling 
at a ·high airspeed, disconnect' the-oxygen tube 
and radio equipment, unhook your safety belt, 
and then .release the can.opy. 

When the canopy is released, the vacuum 
created in the cockpit sucks you out of the seat 
and carries you clear of the plane. 

If you ~eel conditions warrant leaving your 
plarie and you have made up your mind t(/ 
jump, 'decide which is tb.e best way to get out, 
and then go. 

I-CJ NG . 
If you anticipate icing conditions, or ar~ in 

heavy rain, turn the pitot heat ON. Water o.r 
ice blocking the opening of the pitot tube can 
give you a false airspeed reading. 

The formation of carburetor ice is unlikely 
in the P-38 because of the injection type carbu
retors and the heating effect of the turbo
superchargers. It Is possible; however, for car
buretor ice to form while you are flying at low 
power in icing conditions. 

Remove carburetor ice by incniasing power 
to supercharger range. Close the lntercooler 
shutters (if installed) as far as possible with-

R EST R I C TE D 
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out exceeding the lnrudntum 45°C carburetor 
temperature. 

If you want to add power and not increase 
your airspeed when 6ylng in limited visibility 
or turbulence, lower partial flaps or the landina 
gear or both, as needed. 

U icing condjtions are pnisent during a land
ing approach, move the throttles occasionally 
to prevent ice from freeiing them in a closed 
position. With gear and flaps down, make ap
proach under partial power . 

You can remove ice from the windshield by 
turning the cockpit heat ON and directing the 
flexible heater tube to the desired point. 
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